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BLUFF CITY BUICK-GMC
1-240 at Getwell

PHONE 744-0150
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MEMPHIS STATE
UNIVERSITY

Dr. Billy M. Jones
President
Dr. Billy M. Jones is Memphis State's
eighth President. He assumed the Presi
dency on Sept. 1, 1973, after being
named to the position in June of that
year.
Before his Memphis State appointment,
Dr. Jones was president of Southwest
Texas State University at San Marcos,
Texas, from 1969 to 1973. Preceding that
appointment he spent seven years with
Angelo State University in San Angelo,
Texas, as professor and as chairman of
the history department, dean of students
and director of curriculum development.
He received his B.A. degree from
Vanderbilt in 1950, his M.A. degree in
1952 from George Peabody College,
Nashville, and the Ph.D. degree in history
and political science from Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, in 1963. Dr. Jones
attended the University of Colorado in
1967-68 for post-doctoral studies in aca
demic administration.
Originally from Abilene, Texas, Dr.
Jones has written extensively on various
aspects of Texas history and has served
as president of the Texas State Historical
Association. He is on the board of di
rectors of the American Council on Edu
cation and a life member of the National
Education Association.
Among Dr. Jones' honors are his selec
tion as Piper Professor of 1967 (outstand
ing teacher in Texas colleges and uni
versities) by the Minnie Stevens Piper
Foundation at San Antonio. In 1947 he
was selected on the Williamson AilAmerican football team. Then, in 1975,
he was selected for the National Col
legiate Athletic Association's Silver Anni
versary Top Five Award. Dr. Jones was
named the Memphis Civitan Club's Out
standing Citizen of 1977. He was induct
ed into the Tennessee Sports Hall of
Fame in January 1979.
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LADIE S & MEN'S
4115 Elvis Presley Blvd.
4832 Summer Ave.
4690 Knight Arnold Rd. at Perkins
Exxon Company, U.S.A.

Compliments of

FREEMAN
TRUCK LINES
4570 Getwell Rd. — Memphis

J. T. HILL TILE CO.
1536 NATIONAL
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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TIGERS

20 MULBERRY
PHONE 525-3715
"We Service What We Sell"

PHONE 323-6552

Tiger Book Store, Inc.
Textbooks
• School Supplies
> Art S Engineering
Materials
3533 WALKER AVE.
PHONE 324-2808
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ATHLETIC
DIRECTOR
Billy J.Murphy
Billy J. Murphy is one of the most
respected figures in the athletic com
munity, not only locally, but regionally
and nationally as well.
His record as assistant coach, head
football coach and athletic director at
Memphis State University has become
known as one of the outstanding per
formances in the nation, and his more
than 26 years of service to MSU and col
lege athletics has been rewarding to
those around him as well as to him
personally.
Murphy, now entering his 21st con
secutive year at MSU, has spent nearly
30 years of involvement in college sports
as player, coach and administrator. He
has excelled in all areas of endeavor.
Assistant Coach
Shortly after Murphy received his B.S.
degree from Mississippi State, he moved
into the field of coaching, and his first
job was at Memphis State, under Coach
Ralph Hatley, whom he later succeeded.
Murphy stayed five years with the
Tigers, before returning to Mississippi St.
in 1951 under Coach Murray Warmath.
When Warmath left Starkville for the
University of Minnesota, Murphy went
with him as back field coach, and stayed
with the Golden Gophers for four sea
sons. Then came the call from MSU
Athletic Director, Dr. C. C. Humphreys
... the head football job was open, and
Murphy was the choice. As he had done
in the past on the playing fields and the
military, he had excelled, and now, with
the benefit of great tutelage, he was
ready for a head coaching job. He ac
cepted Dr. Humphrey's offer on his 37th
birthday.
Head Coach
Murphy started his new job at Memphis
State shortly after the 1957 season was
over. He had his work cut out, but he

went after it just as he did as player
and assistant coach. The next 14 years
were to be proof positive of his ability
to lead young men.
He took a minor (Division II) football
program and built it into one of the
finest in the nation. When he coached
his final game for the Tigers (a victory
in the Pasadena Bowl) his record stood
at 91-44-1, 15th among active coaches in
the nation.
He had taken a football team from
obscurity to prominence, from minor to
major and from respect to envy by op
ponents. Just some of his accomplish
ments include: major status in 1960;
first win by an MSU team over an SEC
opponent (ironically over his alma mater,
Mississippi State, in 1962); first win by
a Tiger eleven over Ole Miss, 1967; first
win in a major bowl game, Pasadena
Bowl in 1971; first undefeated major
team in MSU history (9-0-1 in 1963); first
recognition of major all-America players
selected to first teams; first sell-out foot
ball game with many more to follow;
development of full-time training facilities,
and much more. He made winning a
tradition at Memphis State. In 1966,
Murphy took on the added responsibility
of Athletic Director, succeeding Dr.
Humphreys, who was named President
of MSU. Murphy kept the duel positions
until 1972, when he left the coaching
profession to devote all of his energies
to administration of the rapidly growing
athletic department. Another phase of his
colorful career was over, and like the
others, it too, was well done.
Athletic Director
When Billy Murphy came to Memphis
State in 1958, the entire athletic budget
was $150,000. He now administers a $2.5
million dollar budget, making MSU one
of the fastest growing athletic depart

W. F. JAMESON & SONS, INC.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

2647 SUMMER AVENUE

323-7696

PARK BOWLING LANES

ments in the nation. Under his guidance,
MSU has sent teams and individuals to
NCAA championship events in every
sport, many times. Football and basket
ball have developed rapidly and solidly,
as have baseball, track, golf, cross
country, tennis, and gymnastics.
Through his outstanding work, Mem
phis State was a leader in formulating
one of the outstanding basketball con
ferences in the nation—the Metro Con
ference, which includes: MSU, Cincin
nati, Florida State, Louisville, St. Louis,
Tulane and Virginia Tech. The confer
ence was just selected as the second
toughest in the nation by a national
publication.
If there is one area above all others,
where MSU has improved the most, it
must be recognized as football sched
uling. Not only has Murphy been able to
continue outstanding relations with the
Univ. of Mississippi, Mississippi State,
Tennessee, Fla. St., Southern Mississippi,
Louisville and others, he has already
added new teams for the future, includ
ing Texas A&M, Vanderbilt, Georgia,
Georgia Tech and many others.
Under Murphy, some of the finest
facilities in the nation have been built
in the past few years, including a spa
cious, new athletic dorm and a multimillion dollar .sports complex, complete
with indoor and outdoor football practice
fields, Nat Buring Stadium, a new track
stadium and golf practice area.
Ticket sales and community support
have doubled since Murphy took over,
and the athletic department has operated
in the black for 20 years in a row.
Awards
His work has not gone unnoticed, and
he has received various awards all of
which are too numerous to mention. How
ever, in addition to his military citations,
he has been named National Coach of
the Year (Detroit News in 1963), National
In-Print Award in 1963, Inductee into the
Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame in 1975,
and Inductee into the Mississippi State
Hall of Fame in 1977. He was voted
Missouri Valley Coach of the Year three
times.
Family
Murphy met his lovely wife, the former
Elizabeth Parrish of Starkville, Ms., while
both were attending Mississippi State.
They have two children: Mike, 27 and
Libby, 23.
Almost anytime the Tigers are playing
you can hear Murphy say, "Well, its
time for Bill Jack to get Mrs. Murphy
. .. see you at the game." And why not.
He has been going to games practically
all his life, and there are many, many
more in store.
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U HEAD COACH
Richard Williamson

SpeakeasyRestaurant
2860 South Perkins, Just off 1-240

Oysters

• Shrimp

•

Steaks

• Burgers

"The Late Night Place To Be"
OUTSIDE RAISED
DECK

BIG

The

VI
Varsity Inn
762 South Highland

Greek Sanwiches • Burgers
The Best Onion Rings in Town
"We're Becoming A Tradition At MSU"
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ADVENT
T.V.

Richard Williamson became Mem
phis State University's 17th head
football coach on January 20, 1975.
In four seasons he has guided the
Tigers to 24 wins and 20 losses,
against some of the toughest compe
tition in the nation.
Since his arrival at MSU, William
son's teams have provided fans with
exciting football, both at home and
on the road.
His teams are 17-10 in the friendly
confines of Liberty Bowl Memoral
Stadium, and 7-10 on the road. His
overall record breaks down in the
following manner: 5-7 against South
eastern Conference competition, 3-1
against Southwest Conference oppo
nents, 11-11 against major indepen
dents, including Florida State, Tulane, Virginia Tech, North Texas,
Southern Mississippi, Louisville, Cin
cinnati and Utah State, and 5-1
against Missouri Valley teams.
Against Southeast competition, the
Tigers, under Williamson, have re
corded five wins by a total of 36
points (7 points per game avg.), and
have lost seven by a total of 80
points (11.4 points per game).
In his first four seasons his records
have been 7-4 (1975), 7-4 (1976), 6-5
(1977) and 4-7 (1978). In his first
two seasons he received national
recognition each year. First, by up

setting 5th ranked Auburn 31-20, he
was selected United Press Interna
tional Coach of the Week, and sec
ond, in 1976, he was named South
ern Independent Coach of the Year.
In addition, he has coached in the
Blue-Gray All Star game twice, in
1976 and 1977.
Williamson is a native of Alabama,
born in Ft. Deposit, and raised in the
Sandy Ridge area. He graduated
from Lowndes County High School
in 1959, where he was an all-state
quarterback. But, there was no twoplatooning in those days, so he saw
plenty of action on defense, too,
mainly in the secondary and at line
backer.
He signed a grant-in-aid and en
rolled at the University of Alabama,
during Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant's
second year with the Crimson Tide
(1959). He started out as a fullback,
switched to the secondary, and by
his junior year moved to receiver.
As a senior, in 1962, he caught
sophomore Joe Namath's first touch
down pass. That same year, William
son was named an All-SEC selection,
and was named Alabama's Most
Valuable Player on offense.
Before taking the head coaching
job at Memphis State, Williamson
was an assistant for 12 years; twice
at the University of Alabama and

BARTON EQUIPMENT COMPANY
iHHHpmH 2831 Airways Blvd. — P. O. Box 30154
Memphis, Tennessee 38130-901/345-5294
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(
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twice at the University of Arkansas.
He served under Coach Bryant as
an assistant from 1963 to 1967, and
again in 1970-71. He was assistant
to Coach Broyles at Arkansas in
1968-69, and again from 1972 through
1974.
He has dedicated himself to col
lege coaching and to helping young
men. In fact, at least 15 former
Tigers have gone on to professional
careers in the last four years, and
seven have been named to various
All-American teams. In addition, 11
have been invited to play in post
season bowl games. Several former
players have gone into high school
and college coaching ranks, includ
ing Kippy Brown (former quarter
back), Lummy Wright (former de
fensive end), and Steve King (former
defensive end), now on the Tiger
staff.
During the "off-season" William
son stays busy, talking to various
organizations and lecturing at clinics.
In addition, he is an avid golfer, and
helped organize a golf tournament,
benefiting the Cystic-Fibrosis Foun
dation.
He and his wife, the former Norma
Buffington of Steele, Ala., have two
children: Richard, age 14 and Caro
line, age 12.

Seafood Specialties from Around the World.
-NOW 2 LOCATIONS —
Summer Ave. — 767-8531

5041

INC. 1877 Union-274-7080

JOEL FURNITURE COMPANY
"Quality Furniture - Quantity Prices"
3339 JACKSON
327-7388
OPEN MONDAY-THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.

COACHING STAFF
OFFENSE

Murray Armstrong
Administrative Aide

Kippy Brown

Kin Floyd

DEFENSE

Ronnie Gray
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FOUR FLAMES
1085 p°P|ar Avenue * Memphis

526-3181

Get 'em Tigers 1 . . . We got 'em:
/ 25 RADIO-DISPATCHED TRUCKS

£fc|SCHEVENELL
| R e a d y - M i x

C o n c r e t e

Craig Boiler

Lummy Wright

ARMSTRONG TRANSFER
& STORAGE CO.
3927 Winchester

m

Local and Long Distance Moving
Crating and Electronic Specialists - Storage
THE PEOPLE YOU KNOW ARE THE PEOPLE WHO GO TO
Midtown — 1620 Madison Avenue
East — 5014 Poplar at Mendenhall
South — 1232 East Shelby Drive
Raleigh — 3545 Austin Peay at Yale Rd.
WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE?

A NEW TEAM
AT THE STADIUM

MEET THE TIGERS

Rick flckerman
Def. Tackle

James Bartlett
Def. End

Stanley Adams
Def. End

Tom fllbers
Wide Receiver

Dave Anderson
Quarterback

John Anderson
Off. Tackle

Clyde Avant
Def. Back

Derek Bell
Linebacker

Rusty Bennett
Kicker

Kevin Betts
Quarterback

Jeff Boone
Kicker

Keith Bowden
Def. End
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Now available at the
Liberty Bowl
concession stands
GO TIGERS GO
THE PEPSI COLA/7-UP BOTTLING CO. OF MEMPHIS

t£o°

2012 Madison 2 blocks west of Overton Square

28 Years Same Location

MEET THE

mrm Patterson^
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

TIGERS
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743-7130

RESTAURANT'
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For Fast Parts Delivery Dial 743-3001

"WE NOW LEASE AUTOMOBILES"
2759 LAMAR AVE.
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SERVICE IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT
WRECKER SERVICE
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Wide Receiver

Dennis Bradshaw
Quarterback

Leo Cage
Running Back

Chuck Carkhuff
Off. Tackle

Mark Bragwell
Linebacker

Support the Tigers!

Fire and Intrusion
Protection
for the
Home and Auto

cIfiando's
A.
Anthony Carter
Def. Back

NATIONAL
SAFETY ASSOCIATES, INC.
3637 Park
Memphis, Tennessee
458-33 15

P I Z Z A SALADS

SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA

SANDWICHES

Since 1964,
St. Clair Restaurant
has been serving the finest
in prime ribs, steaks and
seafood delicacies.
Select from Roast Prime Rib
of Beef, St. Clair Style... Steaks
personally selected, aged and
charcoal broiled over glowing
embers to luscious perfection
and supreme flavor or the
largest Lobster Tail in Memphis
... and then relax in an intimate
world of quiet elegance while
you enjoy superb cuisine, com
plimented by your favorite wine.
OPEN FOR DINNER
AFTER ALL
MSU HOME GAMES

Buddy Carter
Off. Guard

Bill Chauncey
Off. Tackle

Greg Clark
Center

CALL 685-5404 FOR RESERVATION'S

Summer Avenue and
White Station Road

Stop By After The Game At

MANDO'S #1
2249 Central Avenue
NEAR THE FAIR GROUNDS
Mando's formerly called Toney's Pizza

Keith Clark
Def. End
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Enjoy your favorite
foods, graciously
served in a setting
of
quiet elegance.

John Clifton
Off. Guard

Wendell Coleman
Fullback

MEET THE
TIGERS

SERVING THOUSANDS
OF BUSY MEMPHIS
BUSINESS PEOPLE
DAILY
— BREAKFAST —
Ken Dunek
Tight End

DELICATESSEN SANDWICHES
— SALAD BAR —
DESSERTS & SNACKS

WE FEATURE A DAILY
LUNCHEON SPECIAL

LOCATIONS
John Garner
Def. End

DOWNTOWN
150 Jefferson
146 Madison
83 Madison
12 So. Main
(Commerce

#1
#2

86 No. Main

#7
i
)
»
#23

Tony Graves
Def. Back

#5
#6
#11
#21
#10
#12
#13
#15
#16
#17
#20

Jim Heenan
Off. Tackle

Fred Heesch
Center

Title Bldg.)

MIDTOWN
2714 Union Ext.
(Tanner Bldg.)
2670 Union Ext.
(Union Square Bldg.)
1544 Madison
(So. Central Bell Bldg.)
1407 Union
(Mid Memphis Tower)
1255 Union
(Methodist Professional I
AIRPORT AREA
2200 V®^ucrteorLsnp|a2a)
2600 Nonconnah Blvd.
(Nonconnah Corp. Ctr.)
3003 Airways Blvd., Suite 704
Southland Mall
EAST MEMPHIS
5885 Ridgeway Pky.
(Ridgeway Off. Park)
2500 Mt. Moriah Rd.
(Perimeter Off. Park)
Germantown Village Square
(Gallery Level)
5350 Poplar, Suite 514
(E H. Crump Bldg.)
6263 Poplar, Suite 112
(Poplar Towers Bldg.)
1355 Lynnfield Rd.
(Lynnfield Office Park)
5050 Poplar
(White Station Tower)

MEET THE
TIGERS
Alan King
Wide Receiver

CHEVROLET

98*1.1

HIGHWAY 51 N. & NAVY ROAD

•

MILLINGTON, TENNESSEE 38053

•

(901) 872-3302

WE AT SHELTON HARRISON CHEVROLET
WISH THE MEMPHIS STATE TIGERS
THE BEST OF LUCK AT BEING No. 1.
WE HAVE THE No. 1 CAR IN AMERICA.
WE INVITE YOU TO COME TO MILLINGTON
AND SEE HOW WE RUN AT BEING No. 1.

A

Mike Kleimeyer
Def. End

Richard Locke
Fullback

kPl^i
Jerry Knowlton
Wide Receiver

Daryl Latham
Def. Back

Bailey Lowery
Center

Duane Marshall
Linebacker

•

Robert Levingston
Def. Back

Roger Marshall
Linebacker

DADDV
Dfill If I

Factory Warehouse

Darrell Martin
Quarterback

Tim Mason
Def. Tackle

Sean McCann
Def. Back

Tap Miller
Center

CHEVROLET
HIGHWAY 51 N. & NAVY ROAD • MILLINGTON. TENNESSEE 38053 •

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

875 No. White Station
at Summer Ave.
3137 Norbrook Drive
off Brooks Rd. in Bellbrook Industrial Park

(901) 872-3302

"2>*ioe a Little, lave, a let"
Greg Montgomery
Nose Guard

Bill M
Nose Guard

Darrell Nelson
Wide Receiver
21
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MEET THE TIGERS
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Dean Nichols
Def. Back

Todd Ondra
Linebacker

Hugh Owens
Punter

Anthony Parker
Running Back

Anthony Penchion
Def. Tackle

Steve Perkins
Quarterback

Kraig Pride
Running Back

Johnny Ray
Def. Back

Russell Richards
Tight End

Dwayne Ricketts
Running Back

Show Your Spirit Behind the Wheel
and Behind Your Desk

ECO Products
P. 0. Box 306
Cordova, Tenn. 38018
PLEASE PRINT
Name
s

i

Address
City
State

Zip.

School Desired:

"All in the family" seems the best way to describe this Italian res
taurant, owned andoperated by theSciaras in Memphis Pete Saara
is vour host. SamSciara and Pete'swife, Mary preparethe authentic
Italian dishes that have made the family famous. Memphis first
Italian salad bar is thecreation of Mama Rose, Sam's wife.
Stained-glass windows, a crown-shapedchandelier paintings and
Roman statues add elegance to the Mediterranean decor. Entrees
include veal scaloppine, manicotti,eggplant stuffed with shrimpand
crab meat, andbaked squid stuffedwith shrimp andmushrooms. All
the pasta is homemadeor imported.
SCIARAS PALAZZINO
Italian Restaurant
at 6155 Poplar Ave. open for dinni
Sun.-Thurs„ 5:30—10:30
Fri. and Sat., 5:30—Midnight
Phone (901) 767-9541.
Most major credit cards

:

Put Quantity in Desired Block

Ornament

• BRASS

$9.95 ea

•
Ornament

|

CHROME
| BRASS

$19.95 ea

Amount $

Total amount from above
6% Sales Tax (Tenn. Res. only)

$
$

Packaging and Handling
Make checks payable to ECO Products.

$

1.00
Actual size 27/g" x 27/," x i/4" (excluding stem). Hood ornament replaces
all spring loaded factory hood ornaments. Base of hood ornament
Chrome ornament recommended for autos. Schools available: Ole Miss,
Memphis St., Arkansas, Alabama, Tennessee.
Also available in MSU Bookstore.

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. Money Back Guarantee.
Sorry, No C.O.D.'s
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You can't beat
the system.

W"i,:
Some folks say you can't beat our
Tigers at home. Occasionally, they may
score fewer points than the opposition...
but you'll never beat 'em.
You can't beat the BFI system of han
dling commercial and industrial waste,
either. Browning-Ferris is Memphis' leading
company providing dependable, efficient,

m

waste collection service to businessesboth
large and small.
From 2 cubic yard collection bins to
large stationary compactors, BFI has the
equipment and experience necessary to
solve your company's waste problems.
Give us a call, soon. You can t beat our
system.

Serving Memphis for over 20 years.

Waste
Systems

Browning-Ferris Industries
OF MEMPHIS, INC.

794-3800

by Blackie Sherrod, Dallas TIMES HERALD
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I he pressbox sages with the myopic binoculars
uiuuuuiai's
may see the 1979 college offensive statistics
itistics
strictly as a two-horse
of Affirmed-Alydar chase
among institutional
elms and ivy
as it were, the suspense
whittled down t
pair.
In Oklahoma colors,
course, is the fleet Billy Sims,
shifty halfback of the
class who has only to
his
gaze toward the mantelpiece
jiece to
prove his pedigree. There sits the
the^J
1978 Heisman Trophy, its very
pres
very pres-V
ence signifying that Sims indeed
ndeed is
is of
off
a rare breed.
In the 40-odd years of Heisman
presentations, only six underclassmen
nderclassmen
ever lugged the thing home. Four of
those juniors—Doc Blanchard, Vic Janowicz, Doak
Walker, Roger Staubach—failed to repeat their acts as
seniors.
Archie Griffin, late of Ohio State, made it two in a row,
but he may have to share that distinction this year with
young Mr. Sims, the sixth junior to be voted college foot
ball's most prestigious bauble.
As the one-time cotton-chopper from Hooks, Texas, was
being lauded and feted and gluttoned in New York last win
ter, a reporter asked if Billy were enjoying all this hoopla.
Sims looked up from his autographing, a broad smile spread
ing above his glistening tuxedo front.
"I'm having so much fun," he said, "I'm gonna have to do it
again next year."
continued

Mike Ford, quarterback
SMU
•

Who gives velour
an advanced degree in style ?

NATION'S BEST IN OFFENSE
So there you have the favorite, the de
fending champ, the 205-pound scamp
who made 20 touchdown trips last year
in leading all collegiate rushers. And in
doing so, Sims racked the highest rush
ing average ever for a major college
campaigner. His 231 carries from Ok
lahoma's Wishbone launching pad av
eraged 7.63 yards, a number that may
grow even more amazing with the years.
Then, of course, attention will flip
ficklely to Charles White of the supreme
Southern Cal stable, the other entry in
the so-called match race. This latest in a
long line of Trojan land grabbers was
the No.4 rusher in the land last season
and he has the statistical advantage en
joyed by all Southern Cal tailbacks. They
get plenty of work.
White, for example, carried the ball
111 more times than did Sims last year.
His average (5.1) wasn't quite as gaudy,
but who knows, perhaps Sims' figures
would have shrunk with increased duty.
Still the offensive race, regardless of
how the Racing Form dopes it, has
more than two entries.
Around North Carolina, natives think
Famous Amos Lawrence will claim his
share of headlines. The junior dervish,
who spins for a 5.3-yard average, passed
the halfway point of his college career
with more accumulative yardage than
any runner except Dorsett and Po
James. Especially did the 180-pounder
finish strong, topping the 100-yard rush
mark in five of his last six games, in
cluding a 167-yarder against Duke in the
finale.
In the Southwest, there are three
runners who have snared fans' fancy,
each with a rather distinctive history.
iWo weeks before Texas Tech opened
last season, big James Hadnot was a

continued
tight end and happy with his lot. Sud
denly he was fullback and a bit un
certain with his lot. A few weeks into
the season, and Tech Coach Rex Dockery looked like a genius with his
emergency move. Hadnot became the
hardest worker in the Southwest, shov
ing his 236 pounds after the tough yard
age between the tackles. "Kong" Had
not led the conference in rushing and,
indeed, finished eighth among the na
tional gainers. He's back for another
helping.
At Texas A&.M, big strapping Curtis
Dickey is sometimes thought of as a
track star, a 207-pound sprinter who
once finished second in the NCAA
100-meter finals. "Football is my game,"
says Dickey. "I just ran track for fun.
And the Heisman is my goal."
Another highstepper in that region is
young Bernard Jackson of North Texas
State. He was a wide receiver as a frosh,
moved to tailback last season to average
132 yards rushing per game, and finish
sixth among the national rushers.
The eleventh ranked runner of last
fall, Joe Cribbs of Auburn, is another re
turnee, and so is stubby (5-9, 195) Allen
Harvin of Cincinnati (No. 13) who had a

speeds who, against Florida State, ran
for two touchdowns, caught passes for
two more, and threw for still a fifth. And
then there's little Jesse Williams of
Richmond, whose fans claim he's the
fastest back in America.
For sheer drama, although his crowds
aren't Rose Bowl size, Nathan Johnson
of Northeast Louisiana is hard to beat.
He weighs just 172 pounds, but on his
six touchdowns last fall, he averaged 54
yards each.
In that same category, but wider
acclaimed, is Darrin Nelson, a scurrying
elf from Stanford. His coach, Rod Dowhower, calls him "the most exciting
player in the country. He gives us a di
mension no college team ever had." The
little junior averaged 161 all-purpose
yards last fall, rushing, catching, return
ing kicks. He's the only back ever to
rush for 1,000 yards and catch 50 passes
the same season, and he's done it twice.
Ralph Clayton, a healthy 210-pound
Michigan wingback, is another of those
versatile guys, averaging 22 yards for
each of his pass receptions and keeping
the enemy nervous with his wingback
reverses, as does Kenny Brown, the
dynamic wingback from Nebraska.
Many of the current crop of roadrunners seem built on a small last, like
Leon Walker, the explosive halfback
from UN-Las Vegas, and Mickey Collins
of Wichita State. But the larger tourist
class is still represented by Marion
Barber of Minnesota, I.M. Hipp of Neb-

Mark Halda, qb
San Diego State

Jantzen's new velour shirts are getting high marks in both comfort
and good looks: they let you get casual in style. Visit your favorite better
retailer and see what a handsome study you make in velour, thanks to
intelligent new styling from You Know Who.
Or write Jantzen Inc., Dept. V, Portland, Oregon 97208.
^
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sensational freshman season of 1283
yards.
Attention in the Southland is split be
tween Frank Mordica, the first Vanderbilt back ever to rush 1,000 yards (321 in
one game against Air Force); Major Ogilvie, who brings memories of Johnny
Musso to Alabama partisans; James
Jones, a Mississippi State jack-of-all

raska, Freeman McNeil of UCLA, James
Wilder of Missouri, Vince Williams of
Oregon, Joe Steele of Washington, Paul
Jones of California, Matt Suhey of Penn
State, all 200 and up. Suhey comes from
a family of footballers—both his father
and grandfather were All-Americans at
Penn State.
The quarterback with perhaps the
most enviable assignment would be
lefthanded Paul McDonald, who guides
continued on 6t
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THE LONELY END
by Tim Cohane

W

hen does a football
legend come of age?
At 21? Well, it's 21
years since 1958when Army's
Lonely End first lined up as a
far, far, far flanker, almost on
the sideline, and did not join
the huddle between plays.
He was William Stanley
Carpenter, Jr., a 6 foot 1, 205pound second classman (jun
ior) from
Springfield, Penn
sylvania, and probably the
best all-around end in West
Point annals. He was a
mobile, high-reaching pass
receiver, not far below Don
Hutson standards, and had
he played at a civilian college
would no doubt have been an
early-round pro draft choice.
He was also an outstanding
blocker and defender. In 1959,
he was named All-America.
Most of all, while out
wardly placid and reserved,
he burned with intense com
petitive zeal and had a re
markably low pain threshold.
But Carpenter would have
been remembered in football
only as an All-America and
not as a legend, had he not
become The Lonely End. On
the other hand, there would
have been no Lonely End
without Carpenter.
It was essential to the
legend that it enjoy a back
ground of victory, and the
1958 Army team, Coach Ed
Blaik's last, was undefeated,
plays.
As The Lonely End, Carpenter did not join the Army huddle
first in the east, and third na
tionally.
editorial page of the New York Times. sition they posed problems. But Car
As the season advanced, The Lonely
penter
also
posed
a mystery, to the foes,
"Holding aloof from
the huddle,
End became a gridiron celebrity. On any
to the fans, to the press.
presumably getting the signals by
team he would have been intriguing. As
How did he get his signals? How did
radar or through .someone twitching
a Cadet he was even more so because
he know whether the play would be a
an ear, Cadet Carpenter came as close
his "loneliness" implied a break with
run or a pass? If a run, who was he to
to being the nation's dreamboat as is
regimentation. He invited anecdotes.
block. If a pass, what route was he to
good
for
an
Army
man
to
be."
The week of the 14-2 victory at Notre
run? And as receiver or decoy? At the
It was the mystery surrounding The
Dame, Coach Terry Brennan of the Irish
end of each play, how did he know
Lonely End, of course, that accounted
asked Jack Lavelle, his veteran scout
which far side of the field to flank for
for much, perhaps most, of his
and noted humorist, what The Lonely
the next one? Questions, twisters to
charisma. Army fielded other excep
End did when trainer Ed Pillings came
pique Inspector Clouseau himself. (We
tional
people
in
1958.
Halfbacks
Bob
out with the water bucket. Did Car
shall give you the answers presently.)
Anderson and Pete Dawkins, and guard
penter go over for a drink?
Why was the Lonely End conceived
Bob Novogratz all made All-America.
"No siree!" replied Lavelle. "He sticks
and who gave him the name?
Scrawny,
freckled
Joe
(The
Urchin)
his hands in his pocket and whips out
While in Chicago for the All Star game
Caldwell was West Point's greatest
in early August of 1958, Coach Blaik was
passer. Then there were Don Usry (The
The press was ecstatic about him; a
outlining his far-flanking attack to
Sociable or Gregarious End), center Bill
typical comment; "Football hasnt seen
Rowe, guard Chuck Lyttle, fullback Coach Andy Gustafson, his former Arm}
anything like him since the invention of
continued on 1'3h
Harry Walkers, and others. To the oppo
the forward pass." He even made the
4t
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the Southern Cal powerhouse. But he is
a rapidly improving passer himself, just
in case he wants to diversify the Trojan
attack. In one late-season stretch of six
straight wins, McDonald completed 64
percent of his passes, with 12
touchdowns as a result.
SMU's big Mike Foi;d, No. 1 in total
offense last fall, will face somewhat of a
transition. Wherein the Mustang attack
formerly was mostly limited to Ford
throwing to quick little Emanuel Tol
bert, the nation's runnerup receiver last
season, now Ford will have more tools.
Cris Collinsworth, flanker

Greg Kolenda, tackle
Arkansas
Ford, like his passing rival,
Mark
Herrmann of Purdue, is but a junior. But
then so are many of the country's head
line quarterbacks—Phil Bradley of
Missouri, who led the Big Eight in total
offense; Mark Halda of San Diego State,
last season's No. 3 thrower; Randy Hertel, the Rice aviator with a 56 percent
gunsight; John Hall of Western Ken-
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on pass receptions against Mississippi
State.
Lam Jones, the Olympic sprinter, re
turns to Texas for his senior season and
his worth, says Coach Fred Akers, is not
limited to his catches and his reverses,
but includes the acute worry he inflicts
on opposing secondaries.
A familiar name—Dave Shula—is re
writing the Dartmouth pass receiving
records (his dad coaches the Dolphins).
Mardye McDole of Mississippi State
led the SEC in receiving last season but
doesn't know his new role in the
Wishbone attack being installed by new
Coach Emory Bellard. Steve Bogan, a
Northwestern fuzzcheek, caught six
touchdown passes last season, most
ever by a Big Ten freshman.
This year, for some strange reason,
centers have become praiseworthy ob
jects. Bo Rein at North Carolina State
thinks he may have the best player "at
his position" who ever played in the At
lantic Coast Conference—Jim Richter.
6-3, 245 pounds.
Georgia Coach Vince Dooley says his
Ray Donaldson is "the best I ever had."
Fred Akers at Texas says his best of
fensive lineman is 6-4, 250-pound Wes
Hubert, a three-year starter at center.
UCLA welcomes back Brent Boyd, "one
of our best centers in 15 years" accord
ing to Coach Terry Donahue. Boyd
missed all of last season with a broken
foot. Nebraska expects center Kelly Saalfeld to hold together a green young of
fensive line. Tony Mason thinks his
Arizona center Norm Katnik is the top
Pac 10 player at that position. Iowa puts
the major offensive responsibility on
center Jay Hilgenberg, whose father was
an All-America center there a genera
thing 5-10 off the ground. Gerald Harp of tion ago.
Dwight Stephenson of Alabama
Western Carolina, who tied Tolbert for
No. 2 receiving rank last year, is another. doesn't have great size (6-3, 230) but
he's been all-conference center as a
He's 5-7, for heaven's sakes. Felix Wilson
of Kentucky, Brad Reid of Iowa, Carlos sophomore and junior and is called one
of the best blockers in Crimson Tide
Carson of LSU, Kevin Williams of South
history.
ern Cal are others of stunted growth
Other than centers, offensive linemen
save when they punch their elevators
getting advance notice include tackle
for passes.
Prominent
among
the
nation's Anthony Munoz and guard Brad Budde
receivers also are Lindsay Scott, a Georgia of Southern Cal; Ken Fritz, Ohio State's
soph of amazing quickness and elu- heralded guard; Pete Inge, a short but
very wide guard at San Diego State:
siveness, and Eugene Goodlow of Kan
John Sinnott, a 270-pound tackle at
sas State, whose touchdown catches in
Brown. And then there's Greg Kolenda,
cluded distances of 87, 68, 63 and 50
an Arkansas senior tackle who, accord
yards.
Florida thinks there is no catcher bet ing to Lou Holtz, "is no better than your
everyday, run-of-the-mill All-American"
ter than Cris Collinsworth, a stringy
and Melvin Jones, another 270-pound
junior nicknamed "Cadillac," presum
ably for his long, comfortable trips. Like, bulk from Houston. Navy decorates a
a 97-yard kickoff return against LSU and brace of guards, Frank McCallister and
Tom Feldman.
9
touchdown journeys of 63 and 52 yards

tucky, who threw five touchdowns
against Morehead State; and Rich
Campbell, another in that historic list of
California passers.
Syracuse thinks it may have the na
tion's best quarterback in Bill Hurley,
who was granted an extra season of
eligibility after busting his ribs in last
fall's opener. And Arizona State is proud
of the run-pass mixture of Mark Malone,
the same gears that work so well for
lean Jimmy Streater of Tennessee, Mike
Wright of Bowling Green and Brad
Wright of New Mexico.
The college countryside seems over
run with undersized receivers who have
cunningly concealed springs in their
breeches and seem entirely capable of
clearing tall buildings in a single bound,
catching footballs in the process. Tol
bert, the aforementioned SMU whirlvgig, is one. He can walk under any-
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drink everytime!
So, at home or away, always pick one from
the "winning team" and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to entertain with Mr and Mrs "T"
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his is about defensive ends, and if
you're looking for something light
and funny, buzz off.
People in college football joke about a
lot of things, but seldom about defen
sive ends.
Why? Why don't rolling heads look
up and smile at the guillotine? Football
games are won and lost at defensive
end, that's why.
Behind many of the most spectacular
offensive plays in football history have
been gaffes on the part of defensive
ends. And in front
of the most
gummed-up offenses you've ever seen
are usually defensive ends doing them
selves proud.
Modern offenses are designed to turn
the defensive end into a fool. They often
put him squarely at the point of attack,
banging him hard physically and chal
lenging him to make the right one of

several possible decisions on many dif
ferent plays.
To excel at defensive end, a player
must be a super athlete embodying
qualities rare among men.
A young Southwest assistant coach
making a name for himself through the
success of his defensive ends says he
needs merely the best athletes on the
defensive unit.
"It takes a special player," he said.
"They see so much thrown at them, I
frankly don't know how they ever learn
it all. You used to just get a big, muscu
lar guy and tell him to go get the quar
terback, but not any more. In fact, you
can be too big. I don't like to have them
taller than 6 feet 3 or heavier than 220.
Any bigger and they're not mobile
enough."
You don't find such athletes in bun
ches, most coaches agree. "When I

came here, we didn't have a single
player able to play the position," the
coach said. "It took three years to de
velop two of them."
The defensive end must be strong
enough to fend off blocks by huge tack
les and tight ends, and quick enough to
avoid blocks by speedy, agile running
backs who have a five-to-seven yard
head of steam before they take their
best shots.
He also must be smart enough not to
take the bait in the cat-and-mouse game
forced on him by the quarterback op
tion play. And, increasingly, he has to be
agile enough to play pass defense in the
zone near the line of scrimmage—all
without losing what the coaches call
"containment."
By "containment," coaches mean it is
the defensive end's responsibility to
continued

THE DEFENSIVE END
never, ever, let the ball get outside him
and into that sideline groove to touch
down glory.
"If he loses containment, it's all over
but the shouting," said a veteran Mid
western head coach. "That's the basic
thing he has to do—contain."
When the play is run toward the out
side, making the tackle is NOT the de
fensive end's primary job. If he can
make it, fine, and it's usually for a sub
stantial, sensational loss. But his main
job is to force the runner back inside
where pursuing linebackers or linemen
can cut him down.
It is the defensive end's cardinal sin
to be cut down himself, because that
usually means containment is lost.
On many outside running plays, the
defensive end is first hit by a straightup block by the tight end or an offen
sive tackle. Those folks usually weigh in
the 240-250-pound range and stand well
over six feet tall.
Then, to try to turn the defensive end
inside and keep him from doing his job,
many offenses are designed to send a
halfback or fullback out to block him.
Defensive ends Have traditionally
guessed wrong so often on quarterback
option plays that the option has be
come a trademark of college football.
What happens on the option, pointed
but a Southeastern offensive coor
dinator, is: "Our quarterback tries to

could expect from the tackle alongside
him or from
the linebackers behind

Forcing the runner inside is the main job of
the defensive end.
fool the defensive end. His job is to
make the end commit himself, then do
the opposite—either keep the ball and
run with it, or pitch to a trailing run
ning back, or stop and throw a pass."
To put the end even more on the
spot, blockers try to seal off any help he

Something so special
is meant to be shared.

Holland's Heineken, America's number one imported beer.
To excel at his position, the defensive end should be strong, agile, quick and smart.

On the off-tackle running play, a
staple of any good offensive team, the
end must quickly determine that he
can abandon his responsibility to con
tain, then crash down the line and help
the tackle who is usually being doubleteamed. Of course, the offense tries to
stop the defensive end from doing this
by trying to block him away from the
play—"kick him outside," in the
vernacular—with a running back, and
some college fullbacks weigh in the
220-240-pound range.
On plays which go to the opposite
side of the field, the good defensive end
doesn't just run helter-skelter for the
ball. He first determines there aren't
any potential pass receivers in his area
(and covers them if there are), then he
watches for reverse (or misdirection)
plays coming back his way.
The Southwest coach whose ends
have drawn national attention asks his
charges to play pass defense every time
the tight end angles to the outside—but
to never, ever, sacrifice containment to
follow the tight end.
Because few college teams have more
than one man capable of playing defen
sive end well, many coaches have
begun flip-flopping them—playing the
bigger, stronger one across from the of
fense's tight end and putting the lighter,
quicker one across from the offense's
wide receiver.
There's a cat-and-mouse game for
that situation, too. Offenses often shift
the tight end from one side of the line
to the other just before the snap, or
send backs and-or wide receivers into
motion to disrupt the defense.
It's all part of the evolution of the
game. For a time, the wishbone offense
was murder on defensive ends, but of
fensive coaches learned its best features
could be preserved in the veer offense
while improving the passing attack. Veer
coaches soon learned the offense was
too risky, producing too many fumbles
to permit sound sleep. So many have
gone to the "I" formation. They still
have the option and passing capabilities,
but the turnover risk is less.
"Everything is based on beating the
defensive end," said the Midwestern
coach. "If you can beat his containment,
either by running outside or with the
option, you're in good shape. If you can
double-team the tackle and kick the de
fensive end out, you can run up the
middle. If you can give your quarterback
time to throw, you're okay, too.
"But a good defensive end can wreak
havoc on you."
Either way, to a coach, it just ain't
funny.
®
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and Dartmouth assistant, but then head
coach at Miami (Fla.l. At that point,
Blaik , who had installed the formation
in spring practice, planned to keep
Carpenter in the huddle. But Gustafson
warned Blaik that if Carpenter had -to
commute continually between his out
post and the huddle, he'd be used up
physically.
This criticism made sense to Blaik. So
he decided to keep Carpenter out of the
huddle. It would conserve Bill's energy,
and it would permit Army to run off
more plays. But, most important, it
would force a vital part of the defense
to commit its intentions immediately.
This in turn would give Caldwell a
chance, much earlier in the 25 seconds
allotted to put the ball in play, to assay
the defense and call the proper play to
negate it.
As to the name, The Lonely End, it
was coined by the late Stanley Wood
ward, redoubtable sports editor of the
New York Herald Tribune, and a long
time friend of Blaik.
First to confront The Lonely End that
rainy September 27, Saturday in Michie
Stadium 21 years ago was South
Carolina, coached by Warren Giese.
Called by Giese his most experienced
team, the Gamecocks had beaten Duke
the week before, would beat Georgia the
week after, had a 7-3 record, and came
to West Point expecting to win.
They were destroyed, 45-8. Before
they ever got over midfield, Army had
38 points. The Cadets made 344 yards
running and 185 passing. While South
Carolina was debating how to cover
the far-flanking Carpenter on his
lightning-quick and diverse downfield
patterns, Caldwell, and Anderson were
completing passes not only to The
Lonely End but to Dawkins and Usry.
They put on a show that dazzled not
only South Carolina but the crowd and
the press.
They were even more spectacular in
the first half against Penn State in
Michie the next week, scoring all the
points in a 26-0 victory. They completed
nine of 11 passes for 258 yards, and
gained 93 yards running.
The second touchdown, a one-yard
smash by Anderson, was set up by a
33-yard pass from
Caldwell to Car
penter, on which The Lonely End went
high into the air to steal the ball out of
the hands of a defender, a regular trick
of his. He also scored the third touch
down by racing 23 yards with a long
pass from Caldwell, who had somehow
eluded a Penn State posse.
Carpenter put on his greatest show
his senior year, 1959, when Army lost at
Oklahoma, 28-20. He had a bad left
shoulder that required his left elbow be
taped to his side. He was catching the

continued from 4t

Captain Carpenter won the Distinguished Service Cross in Vietnam.
ball literally with one arm, and was
seemingly oblivious to pain when tack
led. Yet, he ran his patterns perfectly.
Against double-coverage most of the
time, he still worked his way into the
open, caught six passes, and threw a
touchdown block. Oklahoma rooters,
waiting to shake his hand outside Ar
my's dressing room, said: "If this is the
kind of man West Point is turning
out, we are assured good military
leadership."
As a soldier, Captain Carpenter won
the Distinguished Service Cross in Viet
nam by calling down napalm and artil
lery fire on his own men "because it
was available, because the enemy was
overrunning us, and because retreating
and leaving our wounded behind was
out of the question."
When Captain Carpenter later took
his wounded to a landing strip to be
airlifted out of battle, he was greeted by
Lt. Col Harry Emerson. Glassy-eyed
from fatigue and smeared with mud,
Carpenter spoke unhappily of his deci
sion to call in the air attack: "I lost a lot
of people in that strike." "But," Emer
son interjected, "you saved the com
pany." Later, when they pinned the DSC
on him, Bill said: "It was the company
that earned it."
You are still wondering, I hope, how

The Lonely End and the huddle com
municated? Red Blaik, who authored
the plot, came clean the other day:
"When Caldwell stood in the huddle,
if his feet were squared, it was a run. If
either foot was advanced, it Was a pass.
"If it was a run, there were five differ
ent fundamental blocking assignments
for Carpenter to choose from. If it was a
pass, he followed one of the same
routes as if he were going to block.
"He knew which one of the five on a
signal flashed to him by Dawkins as
Pete moved from the huddle to his posi
tion as wingback.
"Thus, Carpenter knew precisely
which route to take, and either blocked
in the secondary or was in a position to
take a pass. And, on either run or pass,
the defense was forced to cover him.
"The Lonely End formation was fun
damentally to the right. So, when Car
penter, after a play, saw that the team
would have to line up too close to the
right hash mark for him to set the dis
tance required by The Lonely End, he
would, prior to the huddle, automati
cally post himself as a far flanker to the
left. This signaled Caldwell to call for
mation left."
And, there, Inspector Clouseau, you
have it, I hope.
^
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T is impossible to pinpoint the exact
date, football game and campus the
first person decided to pull out some
fried chicken and a jug of iced tea and
use his car trunk lid as a table. In fact, it
is highly likely that on a Saturday many
decades ago, baskets of goodies were
being hauled simultaneously not to
Grandma s house but to the peripheries
of football stadiums all over the country.
Tailgating is too good an idea to have
been the inspiration of a single person.
Whether the first tailgaters used what
metal there was on a Model T or on a
sleek Packard Coupe, it is safe to say the
"sport" (although some call it an art) of
tailgating blossomed into full fruition
after World War II. Automobiles, even
among students, became the rule on
college campuses rather than the ex
ception. And where there are au
tomobiles and football games to be
viewed, there most necessarily are tailgating parties.
The pioneer tailgaters would be
amazed to see what a phenomenon the
activity has turned into. With the in
creased number of recreational vehicles
on the road these days, many stadium
parking lots and grounds take on the
appearance of a mobile home park each
Saturday afternoon. Not to mention the
proliferation of station wagons, hatch
backs and anything else that will open
up and imitate a dining room.
Any college or university that has a
football team and a few acres of land
near the field is a prime spot for tailgat
ing. For that matter, all it really requires
is a football team. At one large Eastern
university that has only sidewalks,
stores and the typical trappings of
urban life for a campus, people tailgate
without tail or gate. Picnic baskets and
little folding trays go right into the
stands on game day. By 10 a.m., most of
the spectators are already in their seats,

TAILGATING
TRADITIONS
by Stephanie Salter, San Francisco EXAMINER

helping themselves to the repast of
their choice, be it a half dozen
cheeseburgers procured at the local
junk shop on the way to the game or a
four-course luncheon prepared with
Mom's loving care.
Ah, but true tailgating should involve
some moving vehicle. It doesn't have to
be a van or station wagon as several en
terprising students at a Southern Cali
fornia school showed not long ago
when they set up motorcycles and
bikes in pairs and stretched plywood
planks across to make their tables.
The opposite end of that sort of ap
proach is done early by alumni of a
large Southern university for the game
with the long-time conference rival.
Several years ago the organizing couple
purchased a gigantic Winnebago and
began outfitting it with the ultimate in
tailgating. Not only is the machine done
continued
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in the school colors, inside and out, but
its owners have installed a rather
sophisticated sound system that is pro
grammed months ahead of time for the
day of the big game.
Dramatic recordings of previous
triumphs, complete with narration and
crowd noises are played from the time
the group leaves the Winnebagoowners' driveway until each member
heads to the stadium to find his seat for
the current contest. The alums hire a
sympathetic but less enthusiastic man
to drive so they may be free to toast
each and every play—past, present or
future—that strikes their fancy.
When the outcome of the game is
upon them, its spirit goes right back
into the Winnebago, either to be toasted
anew or to be grieved over during the
long ride home.
For most tailgaters, however, the
Winnebago is in another league. Camp
ers, though, have definitely found their
places. One graduating class of the
mid-Fifties at a Big Ten school has a
half
dozen
representatives
each
homecoming game, all driving campers.
They arrive in the stadium parking lot
the Friday of homecoming weekend,
the first on the spot raising the banner
of the graduating year. One by one, the
others cruise around the lot, looking for
their banner and soon join forces. For
them, tailgating is like a mini-vacation.
Lawn chairs come out of the backs of
the vehicles, lanterns are hung from
each camper and the adults set about
catching up on a year of news while the
kids run around the parking lot as
though it were a resort.
"My parents took me for so long,"
says the daughter of one of the
"hardcore" attenders, "that my husband
and I got our own camper right after we
graduated and we've started to go. My
kids are out there playing touch football
the morning of the game just like I used
to do."
Says a recent graduate of the Ivy
League, "I've been dragging a barbecue
grill to the last couple of big weekends
just like my dad did. Nothing's
changed, really, the tailgating is still the
biggest reason to go to the game. Any
way, it's usually a lot more satisfying."
Speaking of satisfying, a stroll
through almost any tailgate area the
morning of a game could make the
most indifferent eater ravenous. At one
of the country's military academies, a
special section near the stadium has
been set aside for years for season
ticket holders to park their various
autos and tailgate. Identifying passes
are mailed to all those eligible to use
the area.
One fellow, who is on the waiting list,
says, "Getting into that lot is like trying

Tailgating parties bring old friends together to celebrate.
to get tickets to the last game of the
World Series. But at least you can walk
through and smell the hamburgers,
steaks and hot dogs. Last year I passed
a group of people who were barbecuing
a whole leg of lamb! It was heavenly."
That brings up the subject of a menu.
Perhaps in those early post-war years, it
was enough to toss together a few
peanut butter sandwiches for a tailgate
party. Not anymore. Tailgate menus
have graduated, as have the ways of
simply putting them on the table.
When several persons meet for a tail
gate party, each usually brings a dish or
beverage. The more people involved, the
more the backs of station wagons begin
to look like Thanksgiving.
Yet, three couples who meet annually
for a Pacific-10 rivalry have carried
tailgating to possibly its most elegant
extreme.
"It has escalated every year," says one
of the wives, a '68 grad. "Now we're at
the place where whoever is in charge
one year will try to outdo whatever was
done last year. We haven't sat on the
ground on a blanket for the past four
years. Always a table and chairs and a
table cloth."
And, of all things for a fine fall day,
lighted candelabra and recorded classi

cal music on a tape deck.
"The gal who did the brunch last year
brought pate, endive salad, cold roast
duckling and some wonderful as
paragus thing," says the woman in
charge of next year's feast. "Then, as we
were sipping freshly brewed coffee, she
whipped up strawberries chantilly. And
her husband brought a wine to go with
every course. I'm at the place where I
think I'll have to get Maxim's to cater or
something."
Gourmet brunch or standby fried
chicken, one of the common elements
of tailgating is the sense of community
sharing. Strangers looking for their own
parties are forever being asked to sam
ple some food or drink from tailgaters
who park in every grove of trees, con
crete parking lot or dirt clearing.
Says the father of a recent Southwest
Conference quarterback, "I had such a
great time just getting to the stadium, I
almost missed my son's first two plays.
I never realized a parking lot could offer
so much."
Neither did an Atlantic Coast Confer
ence group of alums until last year. "We
got smart," says the ringleader,
"We
brought a TV set, watched the whole
game and never had to stop our tailgate
party."
®
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HartSciiaffner& Autumn

The lively look of autumn.
Clothing full of spirit and fashion
adventure from the Hart
Schaffner & Marx Escadrille®
Collection. Suits, sport coats and
outercoats with lean, lithe, natural
lines. Styled in pure wool in
bracing autumn colors.

The Escadrille Collection by

Hart Schaffner & Marx
36 South Franklin Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.
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n England, you'll likely get a sum
mons for tailgating and a stern lec
ture from the magistrate.
That's because our cousins on the
other side of the Atlantic haven't yet
discovered that tailgating is actually one
of the more delightful forms of partying
we erstwhile colonists have perfected.
And in Britain don't call for a hot dog
at a sports event. You'll probably get a
blank stare. The English are more likely
to snack on a Cornish Pastie and a mug
of hot tea, or steak and kidney pie,
wrapped in pastry, and washed down
with barley water or Robinson's squash.
Sporting events in Britain aren't usu
ally a family affair. 'Tis a pity. They never
will know the autumnal delights of a
tailgate bash—all the color, excitement
and glamour of a college football crowd.
If you're looking for something differ
ent and very delicious to serve at your
next tailgate outing, here are two new
ideas from The R.T. French Company
Test Kitchens in Rochester, New York,
that will pile up a lot of yardage.
Hamburger Hoagies are spicy good
and satisfy outdoor appetites while
Lumberjack Soup provides a hot and

hearty meal-in-a-bowl that can be made
ahead of time at home.
To prepare the Hoagies, you'll need to
bring along a small grill or hibachi, but
your efforts will be richly rewarded
with a juicy concoction easily seasoned
with an envelope of chili seasoning mix
and topped with tomatoes from your
own garden and slices of American
cheese. Crusty hero rolls will add a fes
tive touch.
Another weekend serve Lumberjack
Soup, which is aptly named. It com
bines ground beef, macaroni, tomatoes,
and onion gravy mix in a thick nourish
ing soup that will sustain your tailgaters
through all the action. Make it at home,
place in a thermos, and serve piping
hot at your pre-game ritual.
For an extra point with either recipe,
serve Bean and Cabbage Slaw, a crisp
combination of green beans and shred
ded cabbage. The zesty dressing is
quickly made with prepared yellow
mustard, oil and vinegar.
Complete your tailgate meal with
fresh fruit and cookies and iced tea or
coffee.

HAMBURGER HOAGIES
2 pounds ground beef
1 envelope (13/4-oz.) chili mix
1/2 cup water
8 crusty rolls
8 slices American cheese
2 tomatoes, sliced
1 onion, sliced

LUMBERJACK SOUP
1 pound ground beef
2 envelopes (%-oz. each) onion gravy

Combine ground beef, contents of
chili envelope, and water; shape 8
patties to fit rolls. Grill over hot coals.
Serve on rolls topped with cheese,
tomato, and onion.
8 servings.

1 can (16-oz.) tomatoes
3 cups water
% cup uncooked elbow macaroni
Brown meat in soup kettle or large
saucepan. Stir in onion gravy mix.
Add tomatoes, water, and macaroni to
meat mixture; stir well and bring to a
boil. Cover and simmer 15 minutes or
until macaroni is tender. Stir occa
sionally. 6 servings.

BEAN AND CABBAGE SLAW
VA cup oil

2 tablespoons prepared yellow mus
tard
1 tablespoon sugar
1 tablespoon vinegar
4 cups shredded or chopped cab
bage
1 to 2 cups cooked chilled green
beans (or 16-oz. can, drained)
Briskly stir together oil, mustard,
sugar, and vinegar. Combine cabbage
and beans in salad bowl; add dress
ing and toss lightly. 8 servings.

If you've al
ways thought a
little car meant a
lot of crowding,
lyou've obviously never
J looked into a Volkswagen
Rabbit.
There happens to be
so much room in a Rab
bit that all 7'2" of Wilt
— Chamberlain can fit
"fl"" comfortably into the driver's
seat.
With space left over.
Because the Rabbit has
even more headroom than a
Rolls-Royce.
As well as more room for
people and things than
practically every other
• imported car in its class.
Including every Datsun. Every
Toyota. Every Honda, Mazda, and
Renault.
Not to mention every small Ford
and Chevy.
And, of course, what's all the more
impressive about the room you get in

PEOPLE
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a Rabbit is that it comes surrounded
by the Rabbit itself. The car that,
according to Car and Driver Maga
zine, "... does more useful and re
warding things than any other small
car in the world..."
So how can you go wrong?
With the Rabbit you not only get
the comfort of driving the most
copied car in America.
You also get the comfort of driving
a very comfortable car.
Because it may look like a Rabbit on
the outside.
But it's a Rdbbit on the inside.

VOUiSWAGEN
DOES IT
AGAIN

America's favorite olive invites you
to test your football knowledge. Maybe you
could win something.Maybe not.

The 1979Almost Official
Lindsay Olive foothall Quiz:
• The longest punt on record was kicked by...
a. Steve O'Neal, in Denver, September 21,1969•
b. Mary Pisinski, in Cleveland,when her husband
ate a whole can of LindsayOlives at half-time •
c. Alex Karras, last week in Detroit•
d. Lou "TheToe" Groza, in Baltimore,
November 8,1966•
Footballs are shapedlike
Lindsay Olives because...
a. they are aerodynamically
perfect •
b. shaping them like pineapples
would confuse fullbacks•
c. they are easier to mail•
d. they inspire playersemotionally •
3* Lindsay Olives taste better than
footballs because...
a. footballs are chewy and the
laces stick to your teeth •
b. footballs are hard to toss
in salads •
c. footballs do not have a
mellow nutlike flavor•
d. some of the above•

a. in Ancient Rome •
b. at a Delta Kappa Epsilon toga party•
c. for money •
d. in the frontseat of a1937 Hudson •

5. The AFLand NFL are...

a. the only recognized rule-making
organizations •
b. just friends•
c. the monograms of Alfred and
Nadene Livingston •
d. both crazy about the taste
of Lindsay Olives•

STAFF
Ruffner Murray
Asst. Athletic Director

Dr. A. Ford Haynes
Faculty Athletic Representative

Jack Bugbee
Sports Information Director

a. a divine poulet flambe ala
Blanda •
b. sudden death overtime•
c. the Lindsay Olive

7.

Red Grange left the University of Illinois to ...
a. star in the RKO musical"Home on the Grange"•
b. coach a professional olive-picking team at Lindsay•
play for the ChicagoBears •
d. marry and become the father ofRed Buttons •
An official time-out may be called when...
a. two or more refereeswant to munch a few
Lindsay Olives •
b. a linebacker bitesan offensive right end •
c. a quarterback touches the goalpost with his elbow•
d. a Dallas Cowboy Cheerleader takes off her
warmup jacket•
'• An offensivelineman is neve
a. carry a hockey stick•
b. throw LindsayOlive pits ai
the referee •
c. use a deodorant •
d. date a fullback• ;.

4• The first professional football game wasplayed...

ATHLETIC

1U. Canadian football is much like theAmerican
game except...
Canadians use meters instead of yardsand they
talk funny •
Canadian referees wear red, ride horseback& sing
like Nelson Eddy •
Canadian plays are called in English andCanadian •
d. Field goals may bescored by kicking the ball between
two moose standing in the end zone •
OFFICIAL RULES: Answer all 10 questions
(whether right or wrong).We'll mail you
back something. Lindsay Olive Growers,
Lindsay, California 93247

Danny Felker
Business Manager

Lou Strasberg
Travel Coordinator

Phil Cannon
Ticket Manager

If you missed us
at breakfast...
catch us for dinner.
Memphis Sambo s:
6690 Poplar Ave.
1780 Winchester Rd.
5050 Summer Ave.
4139 Winchester Rd.
2255 Union

SSSHBM Se™n« 181.,items
iMtHP"
24 hours a day.
RESTAURANTS ®
just what the family ordered. ®
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1978 RESULTS

1979 SCHEDULE

0

S. 8
S. 15
S. 22
S. 29
0. 13
0. 20
0. 27
N. 3
N. 10
N. 17
N. 24

Mississippi State
OLE MISS
Wichita State
TEXAS A&M
NE LOUISIANA
Southern Mississippi
NORTH TEXAS STATE
Vanderbilt
LOUISVILLE
Florida State
CINCINNATI

Jackson, Ms
Memphis, Tn
Wichita, Ks
Memphis, Tn
Memphis, Tn
Hattiesburg
Memphis, Tn
Nashville, Tn
Memphis, Tn
Tallahassee
Memphis, Tn

7:30
2:00
7:30
1:30
1:30
7:00
1:30

7 Ole Miss
17 Houston
14 Mississippi State
0 Texas A&M
26 Wichita State
10 Southern Mississippi
24 Tulane
35 Vanderbilt
29 Louisville
24 North Texas State
14 Cincinnati

14 (47,535)
3 (31,216)
44 (49,238)
58 (56,818)
13 (19,813)
13 (22,630)
41 (19,127)
14 (22,443)
22 (17,012)
41 (13,300)
34 (13,356)

LEWIS SUPPLY COMPANY

LEHMAN-ROBERTS

Supplies and Equipment
For Industry
477 South Main Si.
Phone 525-6871

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Arby's welcomes
you to
America's Favorite
Roast Beef Restaurant.
Home of big, lean, juicy roast beef
sandwiches and a whole family of
other wholesome sandwiches
and dinner platters.

Phone 458-7531
Qua/ily

CONLEY FROG &
SWITCH CO.

||Hp|['[]|

yuj|ricy

Hfuinituxe

a/

-Bradford
Showroom

LANIGAN

Memphis.

Holiday Inns Inc.

2497 Broad Street
For all your electric supply needs

Good Luck, Tigers!

MEMPHIS, TENN.

A city of sports. Classic. Pro. Collegiate. Every year it
provides excitement and prestige for thousands of fans.
And we're proud that we and many of our 12,000
Memphis-area employees and their families can be
a growing part of the game. Memphis. We're on
your team.

Tip Electric Supply Co.

Support the Tigers!
DAN WEST GARDEN CENTER
4763 POPLAR 767-6743
3641 AUSTIN PEAY HWY. 388-0438

Stop in soon!
5033 Summer Avenue
3160
Austin Peay Hwy.
(Across from Raleigh Plaza)
3561
S. Mendenhall Road
(Across from Mendenhall

STORAGE & VAN
COMPANY, INC.
Agents For

ALLIED VAN LINES
901-795-2000

Corporate Headquarters • Memphis,Tennessee
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ABOUT THE GAME

THE TIGERS vs THE REBELS
OPPONENT: The University of Mississippi
Rebels open their 85th football season
against the Memphis State Tigers this
Saturday night at Liberty Bowl Memorial
Stadium in Memphis. The game will be
the 33rd between the two teams, with
Ole Miss holding a 27-4-1 advantage in
the series, which started in 1921. The
last six games in the series have been
decided by one touchdown or less with
each team winning three games. Satur
day night's game will be the 18th con
secutive sellout, spanning a 21 year
period, and four stadiums.
NICKNAMES: MSU—Tigers; OM—Rebels.
SERIES SCORES

-21,000; OM —

Get a
taste of
Shake/s
the World's Greatest Pizza
Salad Dar
Shake/s own delicious Chicken
Mojo Potatoes
the Pizzarito ™

2

HEAD COACHES: MSU—Richard William
son (5th year 25-20); OM—Steve Sloan
(2nd year 5-6) Career 40-27-2.
RECORDS: MSU—1-0-0; OM—0-0-0.

OFF

any Family Size Pizza
with this coupon
now thru Dec. 31, 1979
Not valid with other promotions or discounts
1674 Poplar Ave.

655 N. Mertdenhall

1134 Brooks Rd. East
3347 Austin Peay Hwy.

2707 So. Perkins
570 State Line Rd.
(Southaven)

£>haknjs
PiZZA
PARLOR

NEXT GAMES: MSU—travels to Wichita
State, 9/22, 7:30 P.M.; OM—hosts Mis
souri in Jackson, 7:30 P.M.
COVER PHOTO:
1979 MEMPHIS STATE FOOTBALL
COACHING STAFF—Front row L to R:
Craig Boiler (defensive line); Kippy
Brown (running backs); Don Denning
(defensive coordinator); Steve Walters
(quarterbacks and receivers); Lummy
Wright (defensive ends); Ronnie Gray
(linebackers). Back row L to R: Murray
Armstrong (administrative aid); Kin Floyd
(offensive line); Richard Williamson
(head coach); Steve King (tight ends);
Jack Davis (recruiter).
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1921
1934
1935
1939
1940
1942
1949
1950
1951
1952
1954

OM
82
44
92
46
38
48
40
39
32
54
51

MSU
6
0
0
0
3
7
0
0
14
0
27

1955
1956
1958
1959
1960
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

OM
39
26
17
43
20
21
0
30
34
13
17

MSU
7
3
13
21
29
17
15
21
3
7

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1976
1977
1978

OM
21
28
47
49
34
13
7
16
7
14

TIGER OPPOSITION
Miss. State (0-1) lost to MEMPHIS STATE
Ole Miss (0-0) was open
Wichita State (0-2) lost to Indiana State
Texas A&M (0-1) lost to BYU
N.E. Louisiana (0-1) was open
So. Miss. (0-1) lost to Fla. State
North Texas State (1-1) lost to Okla. State
Vanderbilt (0-0) was open
Louisville (0-1) lost to Viirginia Tech
Fla. State (1-0) defeated So. Miss.
Cincinnati (0-0) was open

14-13
28-9
18-17
17-14
25-7
15-14
17-14

Bulldogs are open
Rebels travel to MEMPHIS ST.
Shockers travel to Okla. St.
Aggies travel to Baylor
Indians host Arkansas State
Eagles host Cincinnati
Mean Green host Texas Arl.
Commodores travel to Indiana
Cardinals travel to Miami
Seminoles host Arizona State
Bearcast travel to So. Miss.

QUALITY CONCRETE
PRODUCTS

Scott Foam & Fabric, Inc.

725 CCRUANTOVIN ROAD — CORDOVA. TfNNfSSff 38018
PHONE 901 754 5152
CONCRETE SEWER PIPE 6 STORM CULVERTS
PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS

PHONE (901) 324-3801
488 CUMBERLAND • POST OFFICE BOX 12371
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
38112
Compliments Of

^J
-Sim

L___.

MSU
0
0
0
7
7
0
7
7
0
6
0

f

.J

• 1063 S. PARKWAY E.
• 4940 SUMMER AVE
• 1864 WINCHESTER

All the Comforti of Rome!

SOUTHERN MARKET

3507 Southern
323-2674
Choice Meats
29

SPORT YOUR COLORS
IN MEMPHIS STATE
FANS VANS!

SAVE $2.00

This coupon is worth $2.00 off on any large, or $1.00 off on
any medium Pizza Hut (thick and chewy or thin and crispie)
pizza when presented at any participating Pizza Huts listed

-Hut

Thin 'n Crispy®

-Hut

OR

799 S. HIGHLAND
2181 FRAYSER BLVD.
4290 ELVIS PRESLEY
3303 AUSTIN PEAY
1798 WINCHESTER ROAD
3660 SUMMER AVENUE
1660 HOLMES ROAD
_

Thick 'n Chewy®
1831 KIRBY PARKWAY
6072 STAGE ROAD
2571 MT. MORIAH
MILLINGTON, TENN.
431 WEST BROADWAY
WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
743 WEST HIGHWAY 72,
COLLIERVILLE, TENN.

Our people make it better
EXPIRES DECEMBER 1, 1979

trotters

|
OLDMAINE
|•

U.S.D.A. PRIME ONLY
STEAKS
ALASKAN KING CRAB
FINE WINES • COCKTAILS

Leather Moccasin with Crepe Sole
"The Walking Lady"
This is only one of many Trotters to select from.
s T

"Who mh qA »
Where The Stzes Are"

AAAA 6 to 12 A 5 to 12
AAA 6 to 12
B 4 to 12
aA 5 to 12
C 5 to 12

COOK & LOVE
Wo men's Fine Shoes
Dinner

6-11, Monday-Thursday

"WHERE THE SIZES ARE"

6-12, Friday-Saturday
6-10, Sunday

Reservations Accepted

62 South Main Downtown
525-2152
9:30-5

767-2877

Metro Center Mall
Jackson, Miss.

551 So. Mendenhall Rd.
Major Credit Cards Honored

424 S. Perkins Extd.
767-5636

10:00-5:30

Stop In After The Game
at FANS VANS HeadquartersBluff City Buick.
Imagine pulling into a Tigers home
game behind the wheel of your Mem
phis State University FANS VAN. It's a
handsome silver-gray van with dark
blue rocker panels and side stripes
plus lettering in the rocker panels
reading "M.S.U. Tigers." And a cus
tom-designed spare tire cover on the
back completes the FANS VANS
package.
Inside, the most sophisticated, luxuri
ous interioryou'll ever see in acustom
van. Plush velour upholstery. Teak
wood trim and solid teak pedestal
table. Fabric ceiling and wall liners.
Plush shag carpeting.
The Memphis State FANS VANS sport
our rich, blue interior or our elegant
silver velour cloth with blue trim. Or
you can order your M.S.U. FANS VAN
with a real leather interior at extra
cost, in either silver or blue.

And to complete the FANS
VANS treatment, the offi
cial seal of Memphis State
University has been en
graved in a copper me
dallion and inset into the teak table.
What a way to sport your colors! What
a way to show your school spirit! And
what a great way to enjoy weekend
home games, tailgate parties and Ti
ger victory celebrations.

ALSO AVAILABLE: all
Metro Conference schools,
all Southeastern Confer
ence Schools, all South
west Conference Schools,
Tennessee at Chatta
nooga, Tennessee State,
Tennessee Tech, East Ten
nessee State and many

Come see the Memphis State Fans Vans today at...
Bluff City Buick.
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by Memphis State Univer-

GMC

1810Getwell Road
Memphis, Tennessee
fR011744-0150

BY OT71 DADyiCT Dl/i

WHILE THE TIGERS WERE
BEEHRB UPTHEIR LIRE.

6ft

ft
ft
Fr.

!
Fr.
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S
I
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IIS"
8 SSZ
Go TIGERS
For life,health, home,
car,business insurance

(M

|t 1 NATIONWIDE

ri'lle/TN

BEWTETFDA
FAMOUS BARBECUE DRIVE-IN

|
J| INSURANCE

452-9274
3477 Park Ava (At Highland)

We keep the Tigers "cool"

a'

UP BURS.

I I
1 1 1 I! ™
S 6 i

2600 NONCONNAH BLVD •^ MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38132
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A. A. Battery & Air Conditioning Service

EB1EI

"¥s"

We've added a lot of beef to our
championship team of Datsun
Super Series Forklifts. Our new line
up includes 18 all-star performersrang
ing in size from 2,000 to 8,000 lb. capaci
ties, in cushion and pneumatic tire models
with gasoline, diesel and electricpower. Best
of all, our team"eats" light at the trainingtable,
55%over
competiproviding fuel savings upi to
to 55%
over competi
tive models. So if you want to j
add some real depth to your
3ur
materials handling team,
contact thenearest Datsun i
dealer, shown below.
_

-

-ssks"

Jim

DATSUN
FORKLIFTS

Nissan Industrial Equipment Co. •2900 Datsun Drive. P.O. Box 161404. Memphis, TN 38116. Telephone: 901/396-5170

Coc£S?la-

Cheer them
oxrwittiaCoke.
WSSBBt

Worldwiderefreshment for athletes and spectators alike... g||

•• and aproud supporter ofthe Olympic Games since1928.

Is'ivEam

"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-markswhichIdentify the same product of The Coca-ColaCompany.

when Ole Miss has the ball
OLE MISS OFFENSE

when Memphis State has the ball
MEMPHIS STATE DEFENSE

30 KEN TOLER
77 CHRIS COTTAM
63 GREGG JEFCOAT
54 COOT RUSSELL
64 TERRENCE WALKER
70 MARK MOORE
16 BILLY WISE
36 FREDDIE WILLIAMS
1 JOHN FOURCADE
20 LEON PERRY
22 REG WOULLARD

WR
QT
OG
C
SG
ST
TE
FL
QB
FB
TB

62 MIKE KLEIMEYER
75 RICK ACKERMAN
56 PETE SCATAMACCHIA
97 WAYNE WEEDON
99 STANLEY ADAMS
52 TODD ONDRA
47 MICHAEL THOMAS
12 TERRIE SUDDUTH
31 SEAN McCANN
40 JAMES STEWART
4 TONY GRAVES

LE
LT
NG
RT
RE
LLB
RLB
LCB
SS
RCB
FS

MEMPHIS STATE OFFENSE

OLE MISS DEFENSE

26
73
59
64
65
68
92
8
22
24
21

84
98
45
62
89
44
47
17
32
11
34

JERRY KNOWLTON
RICK SNIDER
BRIAN VANDERHEYDEN
FRED HEESCH
BUDDY CARTER
DARELL TORBETT
RUSSELL RICHARDS
KEVIN BETTS
LEO CAGE
RICHARD LOCKE
TONY HUNT

JAMES OTIS
JOHN JOHNSON
JAMES JORDAN
QUENTIN McDONALD
JOHN PEEL
DALE ERVES
EDDY HOUSEHOLDER
BRAD WHITE
JOEL STEWART
JON FABRIS
PHIL FREIGHTMAN

LLB
RLB
LCB
SS
RCB
FS

THE TIGERS
THE REBELS
.. DB 61 Searfoss
..DB 45 Jordan
..WR 47 Householder . . LB 65 J. Erves '
...DB 50 Traxler
. OT 67 Robertson .
..WR 51 Massengale
..DB
..RB

35 Thomas .
38 Hooper
40 Fountain

..DB 55 Commiskey . ...C
..LB
RB

73 D.Williams .
74 Dalton
7 Cottam

.OG
OT

DB

89 Peels .
98 J<

1 Stapleton
2 Doak
3 Pnde
* Graves
2 Parker
8 g'Cketts
I |°wers
® r.e"s
10 Martin
|r«S»h"»
12 Sudduth
13 Anderson
]! °00ne
15 Owens
ir Bennett
18
n9

OFFICIALS
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS

DB
WR
RB
DB
rb
fb
WR
OB
QB
OB
OB
QB
K
p
K

WR

19 Albers
20 Wiley
21 Hunt
22 Cage
23 Meadows
24 Locke
25 Nichols
26 Knowlton
27 A.Carter
28 Avant
29 Ray
30 Dion
31 McCann
32 Williams
33 Coleman
34 Laws

REFEREE
UMPIRE
LINESMAN
LINE JUDGE

WR
RB
WR
RB
DB
FB
DB
WR
DB
DB
DB
FB
DB
RB
FB
DB

36 Evans
.LB
40 Stewart
DB
42 Levingston ....
44 Felts
RB
45 Glover
46 Dunn
47 Thomas
49 Bell
50 Lowery
52 Ondra
53 Milligan
54 Montgomery ...
55 Miller
56 Scatamacchia .
57 Clark
.C
58 Bowden
Boyce Smith, Jr.
Harvey Hardy
David Scobey
Tommy Lorino, Jr.

59 Vanderheyde
60 Sutherlin
63 Deluc

75 Ackerm
FIELD JUDGE
BACK JUDGE
C CLOCK OP

William Stanton
Charles Horton
James Daopoulas

Luncheon for 30,
Picnic for 3^000
Restaurants and hotels want your meeting room
business. It helps them get better use of the
facilities they maintain for diners and lodgers.
But luncheon, dinner and breakfast meetings at
such places are a sideline. Something to help
pay the overhead. Since their primary business
lies elsewhere, your meeting is secondary in
importance.
.
Private food service is Monte's only busi
ness. And we've been in it since 1937. When
your club or group meets at The
MontClair, we tailor the event to
your needs. You can select
menu from a wide range of
choices, and get all the
service you need.
A few fast food
places and old
restaurants

try to make extra income by handling big
picnics and group feedings. They borrow a
truck here or there, rent some tables and
serving equipment, and call in a couple of
extra cooks. And you get a part time service
with part time help.
Monte's Catering Service has been planning
and executing group feedings since 1937. Our
only business is private food service. Our
staff and our equipment are never used for
anything but food service to
P K& <••<NRkrfStiwgroups, so your firm is
assured quality
food and service.
There is nothing
part time about
Monte's Food
Service.

&&
Only.
v Monte's
has the
experience
v
and
facilities
for both.

Monte's
Catering
Service
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ALL AMERICAN INC.

Q u a l i f y Athletic & Recreational Supplies

Agff 3230 SUMMER

MEMPHIS, TN.38H2

AFTER THE GAME —PICK UP A DELICIOUS

— BARBECUE 6-PACK —

at any of the TOPS convenient locations . . .

TOPS BAR-B-Q

PHONE (901) 324-3783
HAWKINSON TRUCK AND AIRCRAFT TREADS
Distributor UNIROYAL TIRES

~""3
690 Marshall at Union

'sr
Phone 526-0244

H
5-i

Jgfetpelke's
©toe ©gme
Peltcaiessett
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UNIVERSITY OF
MISSISSIPPI

Dr. Porter L. Fortune
Chancellor

LINCOLN-MERCURY

Bishop Hall
Warner Alford
Athletic Director

SALES-SERVICE-LEASING
Steve Sloan
Head Coach

The Lyseum

987 UNION

525-1550

MEMPHIS TRUCKS, PARTS & EQUIPMENT
1093 CHELSEA

•

MEMPHIS, TN 38107

526-1202

Stadium Seat and Chair
Manufacturers
(901) 345-6340

\^\

\M

SAVE QUALITY STAMPS
AT YOUR

PIC-PAC
FOOD STORES

For Fine Foods

WIIMOTH'S CAFETERIA
13110 South Perkins

Parkway Village

MEMPHIS, TN
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REBELS
Brian Moreland

JL/

Eddy Householder

Hoppy Langley

Mike Fountain

John Fourcade

Greg Jefcoat

James Jordan

Quentin McDonald

Best wishes
Ellers, Fanning, Oakley,
Chester & Kike, Inc.

ANDERSON-TULLY
COMPANY

MEMPHIS, TENN.

VICKSBUBG, MISS.

Mark Moore

~
Phil Freightman

John Fourcade

WALTER PALAZOLA
PRODUCE CO., INC.
It It Grows We Have It
Wholesale Fruits & Vegetables
744 Scott St.
Memphis, Tennessee

Compliments of

Coot Russell

Norman Seawright

Leon Perry

Jarratt Price

Eric Smith

Mickey Thames

Ken Toler

Brad White

Jim Miller

Reg Woullard

- °

Go TIGERS Go

Ace Hardware

4569 SUMMER AVENUE At Perkins Street

1

°

Phillip Wyllie

N

•

C

L

F

'•' '

,
Phone 332 2013

J

2321 Byrn

Telephone 682-7626
JONES LUMBER & HARDWARE CO.
1755 Airways Blvd.

THE SOUTHERN CO., Inc.
Rotary Lifts/ Quincy Air Compressors

Architectural Millwork

J/l cfriend

John Peel

327-1621

300 E. Georgia

Memphis, Tennessee
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UNITED WAREHOUSE
& TERMINAL CORPORATION

\
\

948-3481

137 W. Illinois

* ' • '

»

;
FABRICATORS AND ERECTORS
Material Handling Equipment
Collectors • Storage Racks
Conveyors • Elevators
Hoppers • Tanks
Structural Steel

-

-
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Im vlar

(901)948-2678
IF NO ANSWER DIAL

357-7277

"Over a Quarter of a Century Experience"

Ralph L.JacksonInc.

175 W. Bodley —

• P. 0. Box 9008, Memphis, Tennessee

38109

MOTOR WORKS, Inc.
REMANUFACTURED

CAR STRUCK —

1 882 CHELSEA
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
272-7625 • 272-9678

The American Eagle Radial.
Vhy it belongs on America's finest cars.
The Goodyear American
Eagle Radial tire is as revolu
tionary today as our first
rayon cord tire was in 1938
and our Polyglas in 1967
and the PolysteelRadial when
introduced in 1974.
What makes the American
Eagle Radial the tire for today

is belts of Flexten cord. It is
made from a flexible, man-made
aramid fiber that is, pound for
pound, stronger than steel.
Flexten cord—a step ahead of
steel—makes the American
Eagle Radial tough and strong.
Yet, the American Eagle is gratifyingly smooth riding, too.

Comfort, control and
confidence are the qualities
of the American Eagle Radial...
the unique luxury tire designed
by Goodyear for the American
driver and the American road.
We invite you to inspect and to
enjoy American ingenuity...
from Goodyear.

QOODFYCAR

41% BETTER EM ESTIMATED
GAS MILEAGE M OUR MOST
EXCITING PONTIAC PHOENIX EVER.

24)37
GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Mr. Goodwrench specializes in working
on your GM car, van or truck at independent,
participating General Motors dealers. He's
part of the General Motors program ded
icated to improving customer care at more
than 6,000 GM dealers.
General Motors offers dealers special
GM service school training and sends all the
latest service bulletins to help dealers stay
up to date on your GM car.
And that's not all. General Motors
dealers have genuine GM parts available—
the kind engineered specifically for your car.

And General Motors has made it possible
for GM dealers to offer low prices on the
parts you're most likely to use, such as
shocks and tune-up kits.
So when your car needs service, be
sure to look for the sign that tells you Mr.
Goodwrench works at this dealership.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM FEELING
WITH GENUINE GM PARTS.
AT PARTICIPATING INDEPENDENT CHEVROLET,
PONTIAC, OLDSMOBILE, BUICK, CADILLAC,
GMC AND CHEVY TRUCK DEALERS.

highway mileage will
probably be less than the
highway estimate.
Standard powertrain not
currently avail, in Calif.
But great
mileage is

just the beginning of the excitement. Phoenix for 1980
has been dramatically redesigned from the ground up.
Choose from the rakish new five-passenger Phoenix
Coupe and the sporty and versatile Phoenix Hatchback.
You get an exciting new chapter of Pontiac driving
fun. With front-wheel drive. Rack and pinion steering.
And MacPherson strut front suspension.
Another exciting thought. You get even more stan
dard features than on our well-equipped '79 Phoenix.
Such new standards as radial tuned suspension, integral
body-color bumpers, column-mounted dimmer/washer
switch, dome lamp switches on all the doors, load floor
Hatchback carpeting and much more.
That's more Pontiac.
So don't let the excitement pass you by. Buy or lease
the all new Phoenix Coupe and Hatchback at youi
IfOll jfS
Pontiac dealer s. It's going to be quite a year.
V
'Phoenix is equipped with GM-built engines
produced by
MA ••••
various divisions.

!^v)NTIAC ~

RETURN MEN
I. He attended the

fair catch and not try to run. And while
all that's happening, he has to be able
to see out of the corner of his eye just
where everybody is on the field.
"A lot of people are scared to death
trying to do it.
"Returns, whether they're kickoff or
punt returns, have become more and
more sophisticatedevery year, "thecoach
continued. "Over the years, although it's
not really anything new, coaches have
realized that the kicking game has be
come one-fourth to one-third of a game.
"Look at any close game, and you'll
usually be able to find that it was de
cided in some phase of the kicking
game. Last year, for instance, we had
three games that were decided or
turned in our favor because of a punt or
kickoff return."
Coaches now want a punt launched
in less than two seconds (preferably
much less). And they want the punt to
"hang" for more than 4V2 seconds (pre
ferably five or more seconds). They have
designed punt formations (putting the
kicker 15 yards behind the line of
scrimmage) that make it difficult to
block punts. And they have created
special teams that employ players who
can cover, the hoped-for 40 or more
yards of a punt in less than five seconds
to tackle the return man before he has a
chance to shake and bake.
On the other end of the kick or punt,
coaches have also devised strategies.
"We have a "short man,' a guy a few
yards ahead of the return man, who

yells out a code word to let the return
man know what's happening while the
return man concentrates on the foot

A successful kick return can be a devastating blow to the opposition.

ball," said a Northern coach.
"Maybe the short man will call out
Red' which means just catch the ball,
but don't try for a return. Or Green'
which means the return is on. And the
return man already knows that he
will be returning the ball left, right or up
in the middle."
While the return man and the short
man are getting their signals straight,
nine other teammates are peeling back
to get into position to form a wall of
blockers. "The Picket Line."
"It takes a lot of people to make the
thing work," he continued. "It doesn't
just happen by accident."
"You can have all sorts of rules," said
a former mentor. "Try for the return if
your heels are on your 10-yard line, but
just make the catch if your heels are on
the 8-yard line. Things like that.
"But what it really takes is a rare
breed. Everybody wants to play centerfield like Willie Mays, but not every
body plays centerfield like Willie Mays."
The Return Man. Glory or Goat.
Cheers or Catcalls. Any volunteers?
Oopps. Shouldn't have raised your
hand, that's a fair catch.
0

Quality.
Again. And again. And again.

Quality makes them worth asking for.

WHY MORE AND MORE PEOPLE
ARE ASKING FOR A CHAIN SAW
THEY CANT EVEN PRONOUNCE.

1978

ACADEMIC AIL-AMERICANS
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1 Bruce Filarsky

Sam Miller
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Craig Jones

UNIVERSITY DIVISION
Pos.
VVR
WR
TE
OT
OT
OG
OG
C
QB
RB
RB

Player and School
Vince Mulroy, Stanford
Steve Hoog, Air Force
Robert Muscalus, William & Mary
Keith Dorney, Penn State
Jim Downing, McNeese State
Bruce Filarsky, Univ. of Pacific
Jim Stephens, Stanford
Mark Keene, Kentucky
Steve Fuller, Clemson
Angelo Colosimo, Colgate
Joe Holland, Cornell

DL
DL
DL
DL
LB
LB
LB
DHB
DHB
DHB
DHB
K

George Andrews, Nebraska
Rich Dimler, Southern California
Joe Muffler, Maryland
Robert Rumbaugh, New Mexico
Kenny Caldwell, The Citadel
William Crowley, Yale
Jim Kovach, Kentucky
Sam Miller, Boise State
James Pillen, Nebraska
Joe Restic, Notre Dame
Brad Shoup, Arkansas
Craig Jones, VMI

FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
Hometown
Newport Beach, Calif.
180 Sr.
Novato, Calif.
178 Sr.
Frackville, Pa.
245 Sr.
Allentown, Pa.
Baton Rouge, La.
Lompoc, Calif.
Chico, Calif.
Louisville, Ky.
6-7
260 Sr.
Spartansburg, S.C.
6-4
205 Sr.
Yonkers, N.Y.
5-11 198 Jr.
Bronxville, N.Y.
6-0
204 Gr.

GPA
3.90
3.62
3.33
3.33
4.00
3.84
3.60
3.73
3.93
3.58
3.70

Major
Political Science
Aeronautical Engineering
Economics
Insurance and Real Estate
Pre-Veterinary
Pre-Medicine
Human Biology
Pre-Medicine
History
Biochemistry
History

FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
Omaha, Neb.
6-4 . 225 Gr.
Bayonne, NJ.
255 Sr.
6-6
Philadelphia, Pa.
6-0 195 Sr.
Albuquerque, N.M.
230 Sr.
6-4
Anderson, S.C.
220 Sr.
6-1
Short Hills, NJ.
225 Sr.
6-4
Parma Heights, Ohio
225 Gr.
6-2
Boise, Idaho
6-0 198 Sr.
Monroe, Neb.
180 Sr.
6-0
Milford, Mass.
190 Sr.
6-2
Carlisle, Ark.
6-0 186 Sr.
Norfolk, Va.
5-11 163 Jr.

3.10
3.30
3.80
3.83
3.87
3.84
3.62
3.87
3.87
3.37
3.62
3.83

Business Administration
Speech Communication
Business
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Psychology
Pre-Medicine
Pre-Medicine
Pre-Veterinary
Pre-Medicine
Pre-Medicine
Civil F.ner. and English

6-0
6-0
6-5

SECOND TEAM
Offense
Tim Clary, Ball State
Scott Fitzkee, Penn State
Don Warren, San Diego State
Bob Bookmiller, VMI
Gerry Sheridan, Tulane
Bob Forster, Brown
Dale Schwan, Purdue
William Leahy, Connecticut
Paul McDonald, Southern California
Allen Clark, Northern Arizona
Charles Weber, Illinois

DHB
DHB
DHB
DHB

Defense
Mario Biaggi, Columbia
Tim Fyda, Air Force
Ken Loushin, Purdue
Jeff Whitton, Arizona
Tim Foertsch, Air Force
Chris Garlich, Missouri
Mark Johanson, Purdue
Dave Abrams, Indiana
Jeff Delaney, Pittsburgh
Kevin Gardner, Yale
Tom Gibbons, Notre Dame
Jeff Fillmore, Idaho State
•Ml

Poolen. Pullen. Polann.
With a name like Poulan, getting
people to say the name right may be
asking a lot.
On the other hand, people ask
an awful lot of our saws. Quick
starting. Extra cutting power. Quiet
operation. Beautiful styling. Dura
bility Affordability
And we deliver all that plus a
lot of other standard features, no matter which Poulan saw they buy
From the Poulan Micro XXV right on up to our pro models.
At Poulan,we figure the more we put into our saws,the less people
have to put into cutting.
Maybe that's why moreand more people keep asking for our saws.;
And as long as they keep doing that, they can say the
name any way they like.

POULAN
CPo-len)

TOP

K
PLAYERS IN THE COUNTRY
by John Mooney, Salt Lake City TRIBUNE

he late Alvin Nugent (Bo) McMillin would be proud of the defensive
stalwarts returning to the 1979 college football wars.
When he took over the reins at Indiana U. "Bo" described the mate
rial he wanted—"the kind who hunt bears with a switch."
And he invited the alumni to"Ship, haul or drive those babies
to Bloomington. What we need is plenty of those big, rough, tough
rawhide pilgrim boys who kinda growl when they walk."
The All-America defensive stalwarts of today are much more
vocal than McMillin's recruits who "growled" but the former
coach would have drooled at the prospect of coaching the
players nominated for post-season honors.
Of the 170 defensive players being pushed for honors by
their schools, some who won't even receive honorable
mention on the All-America teams, or first team recogni
tion in their conferences, would have been deemed the
answer to McMillin's prayers a few decades ago.
Consider that the average "All" team includes three
linebackers and 46 have credentials worthy of note in any
list of top players.
By the alphabet, you can run the gamut of Arthur Akers
of UCLA to Gregory Wright of Delaware State.
So, with no attempt to rate them, here are those most
likely to be called when the roll is compiled at the end of
the season:
John Corker, Oklahoma State, was consensus defensive
continued on 38t

That's Angels
Flight™. Separates
in Today's
Dacron® poly
ester, that are far
from the usual in
fit and style, and
at an unbeatable
price. It's a look
that leads... to all
sorts of things.
Suggested retail prices:
Pant $23.00, Vest $21.00,
Jacket $57.50. At fine
stores everywhere.

C/TyiC-D 137 TOBIA/)
Kenny Easley
Safety, UCLA
351

Leading the way in fashion.

.

JAY BERWANGER

The First Heisman Trophy Winner
by Nick Peters, Richmond INDEPENDENT GAZETTE

T

oday's Heisman Trophy
are assured of multi-year, six-figure
contracts, off-field endorsements
and a chance for instant professional
It wasn't always that way
During the Great Depression, Univer
sity of Chicago's one-man gang, Jay
Berwanger, was considered
the finest football player of
his era, a distinction which
made history in 1935 when
he was selected as the first
winner of the Heisman
Trophy and also became
the first athlete ever drafted
by the NFL.
Berwanger, who in mod
ern parlance "could do it
all," had the audacity to
ask George Halas for a
two-year contract at $12,500
per. Though he was a
hometown hero and a natu
ral for the Bears, that al
legedly excessive demand
terminated contract talk.
Jay Berwanger, now a
65-year-old millionaire busi
nessman in the Chicago area,
thereby never played a
down of professional foot
ball. Despite the lack of ad
ditional exposure, it is to
his credit that his name
ranks with Thorpe,Nagurski,
Nevers and Grange as sym
bols of early gridiron great-

type of stuff of which legends are made.
Scholarship offers came from
such
prestigious institutions as Yale, Harvard,
Michigan, Minnesota and Iowa. But just
as he was his own man while dealing
with Halas, Berwanger showed his in
dependence at a much earlier age by
opting for a school which didn't even

After he had played his
final game for Coach Clark
Shaughnessy's Maroons in
1935, Spalding's Football
Guide stated that the U. of
Jay Berwanger, 1935 Heisman Trophy winner.
Chicago suffered "an ir
reparable loss." It was a
bother to recruit him.
prophetic observation, for i i 1939 the
The U. of Chicago had a high aca
school dropped major college football.
demic rating and was much more con
Berwanger was born March 19, 1914,
cerned about degrees than touchdowns.
the son of a Dubuque blacksmith. The
The bright student-athlete had similar
Iowa country boy was rangy and ath
priorities, so he made the trip to
letic at an early age, blossoming into a
Chicago and sold school authorities on
prep sensation at Dubuque High.
his scholastic prowess.
College recruiters flocked to see the
"I had heard about the new educa
six-foot, 195-pound schoolboy sensa
tional concepts of Robert Hutchins
tion, who was an all-around athlete in
(Chicago president) and I thought they
more ways than one. He was president
would be good for me," explained Ber
of the senior class and ranked among
wanger.
the top 10 percent academically, the

36t

The incomparable Amos Alonzo Stagg
was Chicago's coach when Jay enrolled
in 1932, but the Maroons had no idea
they were blessed with a football
superstar until his varsity career began
under Shaughnessy in 1933.
The triple-threat sophomore halfback
was an instant success, earning MVP
honors for a 3-3-2 squad as
an outstanding 60-minute
player. Jay first flashed his
brilliance with a 27-yard
touchdown pass against
Washington of St. Louis in
his second college game. He
capped the season with a
65-yard touchdown gallop
in a 39-0 pounding of
Dartmouth.
Though the cast around
him didn't improve, Ber
wanger was even better as a
junior, leading the Maroons
to a 4-4 record, topping the
Big Ten in scoring and earn
ing All-America honors.
His rise to prominence
also was assisted by a
specially-designed protect
ive device to shield a broken
nose suffered in his final
freshman
game. Berwanger
became known as The Man
in the Iron Mask—and his
gridiron exploits made the
nickname
more
famous
than Dumas' literary figure.
In the 1934 opener Jay
ran 25 yards for a TD and
passed 26 yards to John
Baker for another as Carroll
crumbled, 19-0. His 57-yard
scoring run was the big play
in a 27-0 romp over Michi
gan and he returned a kickoff 97 yards for a TD in a
21-0 blanking of Indiana.
Berwanger's 30-yard TD pass to Tom
Flinn powered a 19-6 victory over
Missouri and Chicago was 4-0. But then
bigger and better foes began wearing
down the tissue-thin Maroons and
losses to Purdue, Ohio State, Minnesota
and arch-rival Illinois left Chicago 4-4.
But Jay's luster didn't diminish. He
became Chicago's first Ail-American in
10 years. His ball-carrying and passing
skills were obvious, but the rest of his
continued on 45t

Imagination, instinct, and ver
satility (not size alone) set
Merrill Lynch apart from the
rest of the herd.
Too many people see only the
size of Merrill Lynch; they miss the
subtler qualities that truly make usa
breed apart. For example:
Imagination. An oil explora
tion company needed $75 million,
but traditional ways of raising it
would have overly diluted earnings
or impaired financial flexibility. Our

solution: a public offering of con
vertible preferred stock.
Instinct. A corporate client
wanted to buy back 200,000 shares
of its own stock. Getting the best
price was a question of market
timing...of knowing when to walk
out of the market and let the price
sink, when to buy aggressively.
That's instinct. And it helped
us buy all 200,000 shares within V2
point of the starting price.
Versatility. We can also help

you reach your personal financial
goals, despite changing markets and
tough tax laws. As your assets grow
and your needs change, your
Account Executive can keep pace
with equities, commodities, bonds,
annuities, and tax investments.
How can Merrill Lynch's
unmatched resources benefit you?
Ask us. Find out what it means to
deal with a breed apart.

Merrill Lynch
A breed apart.

continued from 35t

player of the year in Big Eight ... AP
All-American despite missing games
late in season with injury ... Made
team high of 130 tackles.
Michigan knows the team with the
best defense will represent the Big Ten
in the Rose Bowl, and the Wolverines
are high on Ron Simpkins, who made
All-Big Ten as a junior, and who led
Michigan in tackles with 174 ... Twice
named wire service Player of Week on
defense which was second nationally in
defense against the score and eighth in
rushing defense.
Mozell (The Axe) Axson- is rated
among the all-time linebackers at the
University of Miami, and in his soph
season in 1978, led all Miami tacklers,
with 126 stops.
Although an even six feet in height
and 225 on the scales, The Axe bench
presses over 300 pounds. His top show
last year was 17 tackles in the upset of
Auburn.
Called by a former coach "The best
looking physical prospect I ever saw,"
Mike Massey of Arkansas finally is
emerging from the shadows of two
former three-year lettermen, after
recovering three fumbles and making 57
tackles as a swing man last year.
David Hodge of Houston led the SWC
champs in tackles and was named out
standing defensive player in Cotton
Bowl ... Named AP Lineman of the
Week and was named to AP and UPI
All-SWC teams after making an AllAmerica first team as a soph ... His
fourth year as starter.
George Cumby of Oklahoma also
claims recognition as the Big Eight
Player of the Year after being voted
Newcomer of the Year in 1977, when he
was voted AP Ail-American and All-Big
Eight ... Last year credited with 114
Charlie Thornton
DE, Navy

tackles and intercepted five passes for
82 yards, including a 40-yarder for a
touchdown against Kansas State.
Stanford offers a tandem in junior
Milt McColl and soph Craig Zellmer.
McColl follows his father, Bill, and bro
ther, Duncan, in the All-America parade
at Stanford while Zellmer made 19 tack
les against USC as a sub for Gordy Ceresino, the school's all-time tackle leader.
Dennis Johnson, USC's inside line
backer, led Trojans in tackling last
two seasons. He had 124 tackles, a pass
interception and seven pass deflections
while making the All-Pac-10 first team.
The Western Athletic Conference of
fers three good linebackers in Danny
Frazier and Glen Redd of Brigham
Young and Mike Forrest of New Mexico.
Frazier is a 6-5, 221-pound soph and
Redd a quick junior.
Forrest is rated one of the best return
ing players in the WAC, with 162 tackles,
including 46 unassisted stops
Started as a prep quarterback, played
tight end as a frosh
and moved to
linebacker as a soph.
Scott Carter of San Diego State was a

good one when he was healthy ...
Finished with 71 unassisted and 68 as
sists although he missed half the Aztec
games.
Notre Dame will argue for the cause
of Bob Crable and Bobby Leopold as
of the best in the country, while
UCLA counters with its Dynamic Duo of
Billy Don Jackson and Arthur Akers.

Jackson played defensive tackle the
first two years but moved to inside
linebacker in the spring to replace AllAmerica Jerry Robinson ... As down
lineman last year matle 65 tackles and
was named to All-Coast second team ...
Also voted first team Soph All-America
honors ... Against Cal, intercepted pass
and scored on 16-yard run.
Akers started only three games, but
had 11 tackles against Kansas and 10
against Stanford ... Extremely physical
player.
Buddy Curry was North Carolina's
leading tackier the last two seasons ...
Injured last year which slowed, him a
bit, he was outstanding defensive per
former in 1977 Liberty Bowl with 18
tackles ... On very first play of his col
legiate career he intercepted pass
against Northwestern and has seven
career interceptions.
Dan Bass of Michigan State is one of
top players in Big Ten. He was ninth in
conference in tackles and picked on
second team in all-conference ... Re
turned interception 99 yards against
Wisconsin.
Among the top players in the East are
Lance Mehl of Penn State, a 6-4, 220pound senior who led the 1978 team
with 96 tackles; Gregg Milo, rover from
Navy; Gregory Wright of Delaware State;
Mike Brewington, Eastern Carolina; Jim
Collins, Syracuse veteran; and Ben Bottone of Rhode Island. Brewington is one
of the reasons East Carolina has been
among the leaders in total and rushing
defense.
In the South-Southeast, there's Otis
Wilson, a transfer from
Syracuse to
Louisville, who is called by a former
coach "the best linebacker in the na
tion." ... Led team with 157 tackles, in
cluding 93 solo, also had six intercep
tions.
Auburn offers Freddie Smith and
Georgia Tech boasts Henry Johnson (99
tackles) and A1 Richardson (68 tackles
and five fumble recoveries).
Johnie Cooks of Mississippi State
played as a freshman a year ago and led
team in 73 solq tackles and 42 assists,
plus 12 sacks for minus 42 yards.
Scot Brantley of Florida is a three-year
starter who was SEC Rookie of Year as a
frosh and All-SEC the last two years ...
Averaged 14.5 tackles a game for three
years.
In the heartland country, Iowa's Jim
Molini, Western Michigan's Eric Manns,
Western Kentucky's Chuck DeLacey,
Brian Anderson of Wichita State and
Northwestern's trio of Kevin Berg, Ben
Butler and Chuck Kern may be sleepers.
Moving along, John Bungartz of
Cal State-Long Beach, Clump Taylor of
Southern Mississippi, Willie Thomas
continued on 411

HYATT
NOW-A NEW IDEA
FOR YOUR NEXT MEETING!
A DIFFERENT TOUCH...
A TOUCH OF WINTER FUN...
A TOUCH OF HYATT... ON LAKE TAHOE

Here are 8 new reasons for holding your next meeting at Hyatt Lake
Tahoe in the Winter: The sun shines, and with our clear mountain skies it's
comfortable outside. • Outdoor theme parties for all ages.. .cross country
skiing, resort ski area parties-like Squaw Valley, snowmobile safaris.
• Indoor theme parties... a Bavarian Beer Stube and a Western Ranch Party.
• Special banquets and live entertainment. • Our new convention facility—
20,000 sq. ft. of meeting space (a ballroom of 8,000 sq. ft.) accommodating
1,000 persons theatre style or 750 for banquet, plus additional meeting
rooms. - An experienced Hyatt Meeting Planning Staff. 457 deluxe rooms
and suites, including lakeside accommodations. The Fun and Games that
only Nevada can offer.
Call Director of Sales, 702-831-1111.
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and Cliff Odom of Texas-Arlington, Jim
Bayuk of TCU, Harold Thompson of
Northeast Louisiana, Mike Singletary of
Baylor, Ed Judie of Northern Arizona,
Brad Vassar of Pacific, Kent Clausen of
Montana and Byron Hunt of SMU have
their boosters.
Singletary, for example, earned defen
sive player of the year in the SWC after
being Newcomer Player of the Year on
defense the year previously ... Holds
school record for tackles at 232.
The defensive ends aren't as numer
ous, naturally, but they lack nothing in
quality. Texas A &, M sees its senior star,
Jacob Green, as a worthy honors candi
date. His 116 tackles included 160 yards
lost.
U.S. Naval Academy points to Charlie
(Thunder) Thornton as Navy's "big play
man" who had 88 tackles, including 11
for losses of 76 yards . .. Outstanding

1979'Buick'Regal.
The difference between acar you like
and a car youlove.
BUICK

Defensive tackles Matt Millen (left) and
Bruce Clark of Penn State.
defensive player in Army-Navy game.
Penn State offers Larry Kobin, who
led the 1978 Lions in quarterback sacks.
Alabama's Wayne Hamilton was in
jured last year and did not match his
soph performance all the time. As soph,
he intercepted a pass and spoiled a
two-point conversion as 'Bama edged
USC ... Injured in first play against USC
last year ... Was in on 43 tackles, four
for losses of 39 yards ... Was named to
Sporting News All-America soph team.
Purdue is high on Keena Turner, one
of the quickest ends in college football,
who was named unanimous All-Big Ten
last year ... Registered 25 behind-theline tackles last year for minus 201
yards, and averaged at least one tacklefor-loss in each 1978 game.
Notre Dame expects Jay Case to cany
on its tradition of producing strong
candidates for honors at the defensive
end slot.
Hugh Green comes back to lead Pitt

years when Jim Howard, a two-year
starter who was named All-Conference
second teamer both years ... Had 15
tackles against Baylor and an inter
cepted pass which turned the game
around. Against UCLA in Fiesta Bowl,
caused fumble that set up Arkansas
touchdown.
Mat Mendenhall, a 6-6, 230-pound
senior from BYU, and Charlie Baker, of
New Mexico, who has been compared

great, great football player? Everyone
knows that."
In two previous years, Green has 21
sacks for 133 yards, 120 tackles and 63
assists ... Broke into college ball two
years ago against defending champion
Notre Dame and Hugh made 11 tackles,
including two quarterback sacks and an
extra point block.
Terry Dion teams with Neil Elshire at
Oregon for what coaches agree should
rank with the best pairs around. Dion
led team in tackles for loss (15) and
fumbles caused (5) while Elshire turned
in 75 total tackles and 11 tackles for loss.
Dave Otto returns as a starter at Har
vard after a good sophomore year when
he turned in 26 tackles. West Virginia is
pushing Delbert Fowler, who led the
Mountaineers the last two years in tack
les for loss with a total of 17, and quar
terback sacks, four each season.
Don Blackmon earned second team
All-America honors last year for Ttilsa,
with 97 tackles, 14 for losses totaling 134
yards, plus three interceptions and four
deflections. TWo of the interceptions
came against then-second ranked Ar
kansas.
Lawrence Cole figures to give Neb
raska a solid shot at an honors defen
sive player. He had 61 total tackles, in
cluding four sacks ... One of strongest
athletes, "L.C." is a devoted weight lifter.
Arkansas argues there wasn't a better
defensive end in the SWC the last two

Roland James, DB
Tennessee
to Bobin Cole, are the top defensive
ends in the Rockies.
Baker led Lobos in quarterback sacks
with 12, and also turned in 12 other
tackles for losses. Mississippi plugs Big
John Peel, while LSU will fight for John
Adams and Lyman White, who totaled
152 tackles.
Wendell Ray, at 6-5 and 218, is the best
defensive player on the Missouri squad,
with 66 tackles last year ... Interception
of a Dexter Green pass on Missouri 10
stopped a drive which could have given
Iowa State the lead.
Sam Stepney of Boston U. is a good
candidate from the East, while Lafayette
lists Tim Gerhart as one of its finest-ever
ends, with Little All-America selection
in 1978 to go with All-East honors.
Farley Bell, who started for Cincinnati
last year after switching from Ohio
State, has been tabbed as the best end
in Bearcat history.
Ohio U. fans believe they have a real
winner in Steve Groves. Switched to de
fensive tackle last year after knee
surgery, Groves had a fine year. Moved
to end again this year, he should have a
In the Pac-10 nominations, Arizona
State notes that Bob Kohrs tied in the
1978 defensive statistics for the Sun
Devils with unanimous All-America A1

continued
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continued
Harris for the most points.
Also worth watching are Ron Crews
of Nevada-Las Vegas, Nick Westerberg of
Oregon State and Jerry Calovich of Kan-

Among the Ivies, Yale offers two top
middle guards in senior Ron Barlow
and junior Kevin Czinger. Navy boosts
John Merrill, an all ECAC selection who
is the biggest (248 pounds) player Navy
The guys in the interior of the line, in has had in years.
the "trenches," don't get many "sacks"
On the East seaboard, consider Doug
or unassisted tackles, and rarely do they McDougald and Mike Faulkner of Vir
get the headlines. But what a group to
ginia Tech, Ben Bottone of Rhode Is
draw from.
land, Tom Pierzga of Boston U., and
Start with the Big Ten where Stanley
Colin McCarty of Temple.
Ralph of Illinois is the strongest man on
In the Southeast-South, The Citadel
the team, and also one of the fastest; or backs David Wardlaw, Duke has Tim
at Wisconsin, where Tom Schremp is a
Cadigan, who oan bench press 400
starter for the third year, or at Iowa, pounds; Clemson is high on Jim Stucwhere John Harty, 6-6 and 260, is one of key, an All-ACC pick last year, who had
the defensive bright spots.
17 tackles against Georgia and made the
Ball State is highon senior tackle Rush two big plays in the win over North
Brown, who was an all conference selec Carolina.
tion last year.
In the SEC, Auburn is high on Frank
Penn State provides two of the out Warren while noseguard George Atiyeh
standing candidates in the East, headed leads LSU. Mississippi State offers tackle
dy Bruce Clark, who won the Lombardi Tyrone Keys, all 260 pounds, who is ex
Award and finished second in the Out- ceptional as a pass rusher. Richard
land voting: Clark was an All-America
Jaffe, was the leading tackier for Ken
first-teamer as well as ABC-TV defensive
tucky two years ago and third leading
player of fhe year.
tackier last year as noseguard. All-SEC
The other Nittany Lion tackle, Matt
team twice.
Mississippi counts on James (Lazarus)
Millen, finished fourth for the Lombardi
Award, and he, too, gained All-America
Jordan at noseguard and Southwestern
honors.
Louisiana has Dale Thomas as a good

This is the Nikon for you. Amazingly small, easy to
use, and very easy to afford. Born of the tradition
of quality that makes Nikon the overwhelming
choice of professional photographers. Ready to
give you superbly sharp, life-like color shots any
pro could be proud of. Automatically!
Just focus and shoot-Nikon space-age
electronics do the rest. The Nikon EM even
alerts you with an exclusive audible"beep" if
light conditions are not right for best results.
Add the low-cost motor drive and fire away at
up to 2 shots a second. Turn night into day with
the inexpensive, totally automatic thyristor
flash. Zero in on key plays with the sharp
T M /•Imn
Nikon telephoto lens...take in the whole
Wintf*IO
field
the Nikon wide angle. Now

/ ftG EmEzWW I
wMm
with
Easiestway to catch t°u0d°eni'hme to be°protosbo°'
Nikon picture-ability can be
all the action! yours forAlla this
lot less than youd imagine. See
-m-m

,

the new Nikon EM and its even more advanced
team mates-the compact automatic Nikon FE
and classic FM-at your Nikon dealer. You'll find
him in the Yellow Pages. Or, write to Nikon Inc.,
Dept. N-1, Garden City, New York r
11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich I 35^M CAMERAI"
Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.USB ^OLYMPIC GAMES
In Canada: Nikon Canada Inc.

prospect.
The Southwest would be led by Hous
ton's two tackles, Hosea Taylor at 26Q
and Leonard Mitchell, 6-7 and 270.
Taylor led down linemen with 44 tack
les and seven sacks while Mitchell led
team with eight sacks and returned two
pass interceptions for touchdowns.
Harvey Armstrong of SMU was voted
Newcomer of the Year and had 117 tack
les for second All-SWC honors, while
Wesley Roberts is TCU's best.
In theBig Eight, Chris Boskey of Iowa
State was Defensive Newcomer of the
Year; LaVal Short of Colorado was a sec
ond team middle guard; Rod Horn is
Nebraska's top defensive tackle and
Jim Zidd is a talented defensive end
at Kansas, while Kerry Weinmaster
at middle guard has excellent "all" cre
dentials for Nebraska.
Pat Ogrin and Don Jessie are Wyom
ing's best tackles; Ryan Williams is an
outstanding tackle for the Air Force;
Gleh Titensor, a transfer from UCLA, has
good notices from BYU, as has Craig Sil
verman from Nevada-Las Vegas.
Rulon Jones from Utah State follows
the Aggie Tradition of Tackle U., and
Cleveland Crosby is Arizona's best
continued qp 4.6t

Unique antenna
for apartment,
dorm or attic.
. . . so easy t oput up.
First new antenna idea in years,
for apartments, cityand suburbar
homes. Helps eliminate "ghost
ing" and improves reception on
TV Channels 2-69.
Designed to replace and
outperform TV "rabbit ears";
sized to fit and work inside
apartments, attics, garages, or
outside on roof. Installs
quickly, easily with simple
household tools. Five models
for all reception conditions.
Two models with built-in
rotor that turns antenna 360°
to align antennawith stations
in different directions for best
reception.
Get this remarkable, com
pact answer to your TV recep
tion problems, and enjoy your
favorite TV programs more
than ever!

Winegard, famous for excellence in electronics, ^
has long been the leader in outdoor TV antennas. t
TV service dealers have different Winegard mod
els for every installation need or problem. Winegard
antennas work better longer, because they are built to
last.Anodized aluminum construction to resist weather.
Wherever you live, a WinegardTV antenna works to give
you the best possible reception on all available channels.

YW WINEGARD.

U
\_J\_J® TELEVISION SYSTEMS
The WINEGARD Company, 3000 Kirkwood St., Burlington, Iowa 52601
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JAY BERWANGER
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talents were just coming into focus. He
was voted the team's best blocker and
once made 15 straight tackles in a Big
Ten game.
His athletic skill was not limited to
the gridiron. The next spring, Ber
wanger entered the Kansas Relays and
placed fourth in the decathlon the first
time he ever tried the gruelling event.
He was tougher and stronger, figuring
to go out with a blaze of glory for the
Maroons in the fall.
A 28-7 season-opening loss to Neb
raska exposed Chicago's lack of quality
players and depth, but there was no
denying Berwanger's greatness. His vir
tuosity paced a 31-0 rout of Carroll and
he fired a 38-yard touchdown pass in a
31-6 drubbing of Kalamazoo. A 19-0 set
back to Purdue left the Maroons 2-2.
A 13-7 victory over Wisconsin set the
stage for a home field contest against
mighty Ohio State, which was a 40point favorite to unleash its vengeance
on the lowly Maroons.
"Berwanger's all I've got," groaned
Shaughnessy before the Nov. 9 clash.
"The other boys are good, hard-working
youngsters, but they don't have it as
football players. You can forget about all
the other names and numbers—just
watch Berwanger. If we do anything,
he'll do it."
It was a most accurate assessment,
and could have described every
Chicago outing against a formidable foe
in the mid-Thirties. But Berwanger's
ominous presence took the Maroons
out of the ordinary category and made
them a threat against anyone. The Buck
eyes learned that lesson the hard way on
that rainy, muddy Saturday afternoon.
The Buckeyes' superior strength and
depth began to take hold in the second
half against the banged up Maroons,
but Berwanger wasn't finished: After
Ohio State scored in the third period,
Jay gave the classic struggle its most
memorable moment.
With the ball on Chicago's 15, Jay
began circling left end and cut back
sharply as he spotted a hole in the Ohio
State line. He bolted through the line of
scrimmage and four defenders lurked
ahead. He dodged the first two and
stiff-armed the third, leaving just the
safety.
Berwanger made his move, grounded
the would-be tackier with another stiffarm and sailed into the end zone for an
electrifying 85-yard score. Ohio State
came back to win the game, 20-13, but
all people could discuss was the oneman show as Jay upstaged the Buck
eyes.
He was credited with eluding eight
tacklers on that magnificent run, finish
ing the day with 130 yards rushing in 13

Berwanger was the star of the Chicago Maroons in the early Thirties.
carries. He also connected on three of
seven passes for 118 yards and scored
Chicago's extra point. Francis Schmidt,
the Columbus coach, called Jay "the
best back Ohio State faced since Red
Grange."
The Maroons suffered a letdown and
were walloped by Indiana, 24-0, the fol
lowing week, but Berwanger went out in
style when his Chicago career con
cluded against the Illini.
Chicago, which had been beaten by
Illinois 7-0 and 6-0 in Jay's first two sea
sons, was itching for revenge—and
Berwanger made it possible. He gained
149 yards rushing, returned a punt 49
yards to the one, plunged over for the
touchdown and scored the extra point
that gave the Maroons a 7-6 victory and
a 4-4 record.
In three seasons, Berwanger carried
the overmatched Maroons to an 11-11-2
standoff, rushing for 1,839yards, scoring
22 touchdowns and averaging 38 yards
per punt. Christy Walsh, a football his
torian and All-America selector, called
him "a defensive backfield all by him
self."
Others were equally impressed. Jay
was the Citizens Savings Player of the
Year, a consensus Ail-American and the
first Heisman Trophy winner in 1935.
Liberty magazine polled athletes for its
A-A squad and 104 of the 107 players

who faced Berwanger named him as
the best halfback they encountered.
"He was the best you could imagine
and then some," said Shaughnessy. "Jay
seldom got hurt because he seldom got
hit hard. Honestly, it was as if he never
allowed himself to be hit hard."
Berwanger, who was voted to the Na
tional Football Foundation Hall of Fame,
played in only one organized game fol
lowing his college career, a 1937 semipro contest against the Bears. As usual,
he excelled.
But it mattered not. Jay Berwanger
was through with football, except for a
stint as a Big Ten referee, a chore which
he handled as deftly as carrying a pig
skin.
"He was one of the best officials of
his time," said former coaching great
Pappy Waldorf, who was college foot
ball's first Coach of the Year in 1935
while at Northwestern.
"Although Northwestern and Chicago
were close, we never played the Ma
roons," noted Pappy, "but I saw Ber
wanger play and he was everything
they said he was. He also was a highlyskilled referee. I can remember a
Northwestern game he worked where a
back made a long touchdown run.
When he got to the end zone, Jay was
with him stride for stride. He was a
great one."
#
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COULD A SHADOW SHED LIGHT ON THEIR SECRET?
ABOUT THE AUTHOR-John Mooney, past president of the Football Writers Association of America, has been associated with newspapers in Salt Lake Citys
1939. A nativeof Iowa and agraduate of the University ofIowa, he wentdirectly from the editorshipofThe Daily lowan student newspaper at Iowa,to thesports desk of
the Chicago Tribune. He movedto the Salt Lake Telegram in 1939,became its sports editor in 1941, and switchedto the morning Tribune as sports editor in

The door creaked a cautious
welcome as they pushed it open.
Their eyes scanned the sparse
office, locked on mine,then darted
to the darkened hall. Who were
they? Why were they here?
Two things I knew for sure.
First, they were being followed.
And, second, they had real class.
Lots of it. Just the cut of their
clothes said style and elegance.
The fabric said taste.
Questions buzzed in my mind
like hornets. But, in this business
it's money first. So I told 'em my
fee and took a swig of cold
coffee.They went for their wallets
and suddenly, the pieces fit. I
caught a glimpse of a familiar
label inside their coats,and knew
why they were followed.There
ain't a dame around who can
pass up thegreat looks of Haggar
Imperial slacks and sport coats.

tackle nominee.
The Far West linemen are headed by
Doug Martin, one of the best honors
candidates from Washington. Vince
Goldsmith from Oregon, Chuck Evans of
Stanford, Pat Graham of Cal and Tom
Tuinei of Hawaii are other good linemen.
Cal starts off with two outstanding
cornerbacks in Anthony Washington
and Daryl Swanson. Washington inter
cepted six for 224 yards and two
touchdowns in first six games, while
Swanson is devastating against the run.
But the top defensive back on the
coast is free safety Kenny Easley, UCLA's
consensus All-America of last year. His
two-year total of 13 interceptions al
ready shares the Bruin school record.
Dennis Smith led USC in intercep
tions with seven and was fourth in team
tackles while Trojan Ronnie Lott had 63

tackles as the rover, along with three in
terceptions.
Tim Smith at corner is top for Oregon
State.
Oklahoma has a top safety in Darrol
Ray, All-Big Eight star who tied school
record for interceptions with seven.
Georgia adds Scott Woemer, a top
comer and great punt returner for its
choice. Free safety Woodrow Wilson of
North Carolina State ranks as an honors
favorite.
In the WAC, Utah boasts Jeff Griffin
will be the best pass defender and tack
ier before he's through.
Second team All-America Lovie Smith
46t

of TUlsa must be considered, as well as
Jerry Holmes of West Virginia. North
Carolina calls Ricky Barden its best
All-America bet at defensive back. Pitt
likes Jo Jo Heath as its rebuilding sec
ondary.
Cornerback Donzell McDonald and
safety Ricky Hair are best at Colorado
State while Wyoming pushes Michael
Dennis as a defensive back.
Chris Judge is a free safety for TCU
while Alabama pushes cornerback Don
McNeal. Pacific counters with Stan
Shibata at safety and Texas-El Paso has
All-WAC Eddie Forkerway.
Ohio State has two great defensive

backs in Mike Guess and Vince Skillings,
the latter with five interceptions, and
one for a TD.
Penn State has another All-America
defender in Pete Harris who led nation
in interceptions last year while Min
nesota offers free safety Keith Edwards,
who also is tops as a kick returner.
VMI offers free safety Walt Bellamy
while San Jose State likes the chance of
cornerback Steve Hines. Tim Wilbur of
Indiana led Big Ten in interceptions with
six for 115 yards.
Johnnie Johnson of Texas led the de
fensive backs in the Heisman voting last
year as he gained All-America honors.
But Tennessee will hear nothing but Ro
land James whom his coach calls the
best defensive back he has ever known.
Vanderbilt gets into the action with
Ronnie, Myrick at strong safety. Notre
Dame's Dave Waymer is one of the Irish
co-captains and a steady performer.
Maryland pushes Lloyd Burruss, who
had 71 tackles from his secondary post.
The Citadel likes the chance of safety
Paul Gillis while Duke rates Dennis Tabron as one of its best-ever backs.
Kentucky notes that cornerback Larry
Carter has 4.5 speed and among the na
tional leaders in punt returns. LSU likes
cornerback Chris Williams who led SEC
in interceptions.
James McKinney has his backers at
Auburn and Texas Tech's Larry Flowers
was named All-SWC. Mississippi State
has Ken Johnson. Iowa State counters
with Mike Schwartz. Kansas State's best
is Sam Owen while Colorado likes Mark
Haynes, to round out the field.
^

The secret of these good looking Haggar Imperial® fashions is the styling plus fine fabric.
It's a comfortable blend of Today's Dacron® from Burlington Menswear® and worsted wool
to resist wrinkles and keep you looking good.

Looking good makes you feel good in fabrics of TODAY'S DACRON® from Burlington Menswear S3

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
EDUCATIONAL AND ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The MSU Educational and Athletic Scholarship Program enables business
and professional men to provide funds for a College education to deserving
student-athletes who qualify scholastically.

CONTRIBUTORS 1979-80
Active Bolt & Screw Co.
E. A. Alburty

Dr. and Mrs. T. W. Higginbotham Tension Envelopes Co.
Hohenberg Bros. Co.
"25" Club (George Sneed)
United Warehouse &
Holiday Inns, Inc.

Anderson-Tully Co.
Terminal Corp.
Dr. and Mrs. James R. Barnawell Humko Products
Britlings Cafeteria
G. C. "Buck" Jones & Sons, Inc. Union Planters National Bank
Keystone
Laboratories,
Inc.
Campbell Clinic
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Weiner
Leader Federal Savings and Loan The WMC Stations
Choctaw, Inc.
Malone & Hyde
Mr. and Mrs. Al Wexner
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
(Authur Best, Frank Sherman) Mr. and Mrs. James P. Duffy
Commercial & Industrial Bank
Everett W. Cook & Sons, Inc.
E. H. Crump Companies, Inc.

Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc.

Arthur Driver

McDonalds

Dean Foods Products Co., Inc.
Mr. John C. Dillion

Ed Meier Ford

Parts, Inc.
Abraham Cattle Co.

Dobbs House Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Dobbs

Memphis Golf Association

Dowdle Sporting Goods
W. B. Dunavant & Company

National Trust Life
Orgill Brothers & Co.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Echoos
Dr. and Mrs. Harold G. Farley
First Tennessee Bank

Popular Clinic

Mr. and Mrs. Avron B. Fogelman
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fogelman
Goldsmith's Department Store
Gordon Transports, Inc.

Sandidge Construction Co.
Shelby Electric Co., Inc.

J. A. Hadley Construction Co.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Hansard
Hart's Manufacturing

Don't just sit there. In a matter of a few
hours, you could turnyour attic or spare room
into a beautiful new game room.
Try some paneling. A few shelves. Or
maybe a whole new room.
Your Georgia-Pacific RegisteredDealer has
everything youneed to do thejob yourself.
Plans and tools. Buildingmaterials. And even
a word or two ofadvice.

So put your game planto work in your
game room. We'll help. Wherever you see
our familiar blue and white Georgia-Pacific
Registered Dealer signin your community
RBasra^DEAui}

Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Portland, Oregon 97204

Yoti can do it. We'll help.

Memphis Canteen
National Bank of Commerce

Pryor Oldsmobile
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Richardson

Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Shoney's South, Inc.
William B. Tanner
Taylor Machinery Co.

A. S. MARTIN & SONS
Since 1898
411 MONROE AVE. —527-8606

TISCIA MEAT COMPANY
827 S. MAIN ST.

Wrecks Repaired — Auto Glass Replaced
ED MARTIN JR.
FRANK ROBERSON

BUNTYN RESTAURANT
3070 SOUTHERN — 458-8776
Enjoy old fashioned goodness in a home-like atmosphere.

We bake our own pies

Roger C. Hammons
Dr. William Vance Shappley
Dr. Lynn W. Conrad
Dr. Robert Adams
Tennessee Golf Association
Ruby Tuesday
Dr. Peter Wallace
Hugh Keenan
Jim Welch
Dr. Oakley Jordan
Ben Witten
Pat Michael
Dr. Robert Jones
C. K. Fisackerly

MEMPHIS, TENN.

948-7601
F=>

^CZZ CZ3

Power Equipment
Company

MEMPHIS AND LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
BOILERS, STEAM & AIR EQUIPMENT & PUMPS
FOR INDUSTRY AND UTILITIES
PHONE 327-8261
3050 BROAD AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38122
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Carrutljers

Courtesy Pontine
IS CLOSE TO YOU

Active
Bolt & Screw
Co.
Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Washers,
All Types of Stainless
Fasteners,

Ready-Mix Inc. (901) 8537335
Insurance Agency Inc. ooi) 853 9140
562 Center St., Collierville, TN 38017

Brass Bolts and Screws,
Stove Bolts,
Sheet Metal Screws,
Machine Screws,
and Carriage Bolts

For Action . . .

Servicing & Selling
Pontiac
&
Mazda

Call Active
523-1557

Johnny Dobbs

Courtesy Pontiac
2621 Mendenhail

383 S. SECOND ST.

Phone 365-2121

LAURELW00D

WHITEHAVEN

450 Perkins, Extd.
767-9481
Open Week Nights'Til 9

4212 Elvis Presley Blvd.
396-9496
Open Week Nights'Til 9

RALEIGH

••unless our emblem is on your car you probably paid loo

3329 Austin Peay Hwy.
A 4 ii
Open Week Nights 'Til 9

FOX MEADOWS
3680 S. Mendenhail
icsA o7ci
Open Week Nights 'Til 9

Revolving Charge Plan...
or JkSk
VISA'
-

DOWNTOWN
157 So. Main
59A.50HA
Open Daily 'Til 6

GENERAL
TRUCK

COBB
CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.

Managers

TENNESSEE
BOLT & SCREW
Co., INC.
DELTA ELECTRIC SUPPLY. INC.
~~ 2505 BROAD AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38112
TELEPHONE 901-452-6504

General Contractors
SHELBY SKIPWITH,

INC.

Now celebrating our 35th year with YORK

SALES

Suite 167

& SERVICE,
Inc.

1255 Lynrrfield

BARRETVILLE
Bank & Trust Company
BARRETVILLE, TENNESSEE
P.O. Box 306
R.F.D 1
Millington, Tenn.

P.O.Box 171264

For Paper- GO WESTERN!
For Football- GO MEMPHIS STA TE!

Memphis, Tennessee 381 17

WESTERN PAPER CO.
4040 DELP ST.

Memphis. Tenn.

36.-M575

J. A. FULMER & SON

GMC

3745 Lamar Ave.

FRONT ROW, L to R: Ben Downey, Keith Richardson, Tim Fox. BACK ROW, L to R: Rick
Andrews, Johnny Williams, Butch Dowty, Clark Reese, Equipment Manager.

Truck Headquarters

Memphia, Tenn.

In Memphis
if ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS
1973 E Brooks Rd

345-3270

• HUNTING SUPPLIES
* FISHING TACKLE

"If tt's Sporting Goods, We Have It"
NIW —UMD
PARTS
»ALU—MftVKl

YORK ARMS CO.
Sporting Goods
—THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS—
4627 SUMMER
AVE.

EAST
Poplar-Highland Plaza
SOUTH
Whitehaven Plaza

MEMPHIS

TENNESSEE

Corporate Park
Where we designed our
buildings around nature.

Shelby Oaks Corporate Park is a
totally planned business commun
ity which includes office buildings,
shopping centers, warehouse
space as well as restaurantsand
motels.Shelby Oaks islocated at the
junction of Interstate 40 and
Sycamore View Road.
Contact: Mr. Art Massey
BELZ Investment Company, Inc.

i 5118 Park Avenue
| Memphis. Tennessee 38117
Phone:(901)767-4780
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Only Huntermakes the Original
OldeTyme Ceiling Fan.

Your decorating efforts deserv
this classic touch—not an imitatio
of it. And your budget deserves
the money it can save in your hor
-circulating cool air
from bottom to top
in summer to make
air conditioning much
more efficient and

evenly in
on heating costs,
esthis original, classic
ange of styles from
to $400. Select the
blades, the color, the light adapter
kit that suits your home best. See
the entire collection in our Hunter
catalog. Send $1.00 for 8-page, 4color catalog and Special Energy
TiThe Original Bulletin to Hunter,
2500 Frisco Avenue,
P. O. Box 14775,
Dept. 479, Memphis,
Tennessee 38114.

Spend a weekend around
a hot set of wheels.

FRONT ROW, L to R: Steve Sullivan, Jim Dickerson, Tommy Yatsula.
BACK ROW, L to R: Tim McCormack; Eddie Cantler, Assistant Trainer; Eugene "Doc" Smith,
Head Trainer; Carl Berry.

Before or After the Game
The
Loft will go into overtime!

The Loft wants to add a little extra cheer to
your football games by opening early and closing
late on the weekends during football season.

Mt. Moriah at 1-240

The really hot wheels
come with wings. Like the
Air Guard Corsair li s you
see here to Hercules transports and Phantom II jets,
You can help move wheels
like these one weekend a

month. Learn a skill. Get
extra pay. Do something
different. Help the country,
See how you can move out
those hot wheels in the Air
Guard,

164 TACTICAL AIRLIFT GROUP
Memphis International Airport
PH: 363-1463

BLUFF CITY DISTRIBUTING CO.

NATIONAL
GUARD

WINSETT-SIMMONDS, INC.
RENTALuflLITY

/JStJN

FURNITURE FABRICS

U j]

ATupYhBFyAL

794-1480

CONSTRUCTION

SSSSSSISS^^^

JOHN J. CAMPBELL CO., INC.

51
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Compliments of
A WAR • BROOKS |jP

Rockwell Power Tool
Sales &
Service Headquarters
Rockwell Power Tool Center
1004 East Brooks Road
Memphis, Tennessee

Phone 332-1353
Open weekdays 8:00-4:30

• power tool accessories
• replacement parts
• reconditional power tools
• factory trained technicians

CORPORATION

Me'°is,°n

THE

496 EAST BODI.F.Y AVE.
P. O. BOX 9
Phone 948-901 1 MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE 38109

RICHARD

EasTex Packaging, Inc.
Memphis Division

WILLIAMSON

3400 Chelsea Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

ST. JOE
PAPER COMPANY
1700S. Third St.
948-7761

MORRIS HARDWARE

_ Rspcur Service For Small
Appliances . . . Lawrunowers
MARTIN SENOUR PAINTS AND VARNISHES
—Plenty ol Parkin?—
549 S. HIGHLAND
PHONE 324-5531

/liRBORNE
AIRBORNE FREIGHT CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30109
Memphis, TN 38130
(901) 345-5960

Cummins Mid-South Inc.
Memphis, Tennessee 38116
1784 East Brooks Road
901-345-1784

SHOW
Memphis State University foot
ball films will be seen weekly
throughout the state on the
Richard Williamson television
show starting September 9 and
going through November 25.

Memphis (WMC-TV)
11:30-12:00 noon
Nashville (WZTV)
7:30-8:00 p.m.
Chattanooga (WTVC)
12:00-12:30 a.m.

i 11
u.
vmflCHinsTooLcv'
3865 WATMAN AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38118
YARBROUGH
CABLE SERVICE, INC.
850 North Main
Memphis, Ten
(901) 525-5531
L. and H. ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
3081 Bellbrook Center Dr. Memphis. Tenn. 38116
PHONE 332-0253

Go, Tigers, Go!

LUBRICANTS, INC.
4000 INTERSTATE 55
WEST MEMPHIS, AR 72301
PHONE 735-2840

Jackson (WBBJ-TV)
2:30-3:00 p.m.

THE MILTON STERNBERGER CO.
MEMPHIS. TENN.

COMING SOON:

Triad

S>

Original and Extra Crispy

0^ Rockwell H.I.Lff.niWJ.liM

amQUEST

MAC'S AUTO PARTS

3411 Winchester
1506 S. Third
2313 Park Avenue

AT MOST
LOCATIONS

621 S. MENDENHALL
MEMPHIS, TN 38117 682-7816
4173 ELVIS PRESLEY BLVD.
MEMPHIS, TN 38116 396-0890

mfmphPS2?^^!^323-4561
MEMPHIS, TN 38114 323 43

"WE KNOW WHAT YOUMEAN WHEN YOU'RE TALKING PARTS"
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1745 Winchester

6028 Stage Road
Bartlett, Tenn.

5231 Winchester

1370 Union Avenue

1825 Kirby Pkway
Germantown, Tenn.

2675 Frayser Blvd.
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HIGHLAND HUNDRED

Becoming a member of a support group isan opportunity to participate actively in thefootball program at
M.S.U. The Highland Hundred offers you such an opportunity. Organized in 1958 for the purpose of sup
porting the Memphis State University football program, we are beginning our twenty-second year of
service to the Tigers. The founders of the organization established a goal of one hundred members which
furnished the basis for our organizational name. The "Hundred" has grown with the Memphis State
football program to become a nationally recognized booster club with an active membership.
Anyone interested in supporting the Tigers has a place in the Highland Hundred.The membership feeis
$50.00 per year, or $25.00 per year for associate members (underage 25). Members areentitled to participate
in all club activities throughout the year. Meetings are held each Tuesday evening during the football
season and monthly for the remainder of the year. You will receive a newsletter which announces the
agenda for each meeting and updates you on interesting facts about the Tigers and the season. Meetings
usually include gamefilms narrated by a member of thecoaching staff, ascouting reporton the upcoming
opponent, remarks from Coach Richard Williamson, and special father son and daughter night. Each
member also receives a Highland Hundred license plate, member patch, and a membership card. Weinvite
3 help us help Memphis State. For information call 454-2806.

James V. Ball

T*fL (Ray) Daniels'"

Tom Hartzog

c t o f f t n P i o h t - t - t r i n n K e l l e v — S e c r e t a r y : H e n r y A l e x a n d e r —T r e a s u r e r ; B e r n i e B r o w n —
^st ^ce Presiden^(Pwgran^; Charlie Fistier—President; Ray Wallace-2nd Vice President
(Memberships): Msgr. Paul Clunan—Chaplain. Standing Left to Right: Lewis Jones Sergeant
•At-Arms; Richard "Dusty" Rhoads—Parliamentarian.
_HOME PHONE_

ONE YEAR TERM
BOARD MEMBERS

TWO YEAR TERM
BOARD MEMBERS

Bob Short
George Belote
Bobby Peeples
Billy Fletcher
Percy Roberts, Jr.

Jack Wallace
Louis Ricossa
Russell Mullins
Terry Dahlman
Tom Meador

RESIDENCE ADDRESS—
BUSINESS ADDRESS
s at $50.00 Per Year Check Enclosed (
e Dues: $25.00 Per Year (under age 25)
(
Master Charge Account Number
Please Charge to VISA Account Number

)$_
)$_

WMC-TV5H
YOUR SPORTS
NETWORK

We
Support
Everybody's talkin' 'bout COWBOY.
Bar-B-Que, Fun and Dancin' to the
best music in the world. Houston
loves it, Memphis hasit. In Clork
Tower Moll, above elan.

COWBOY
COMPLIMENTS OF

m

TAYLOR

MACHINERY COMPANY

1291 CORPORATE AVENUE

MEMPHIS, TN 38116

PHONE (901) 332-3051
BRANCH OFFICES: CLARKSDALE, MS/TUPELO, MS

parts • sales •service
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The
TIGERS!

Memphis
Optical
Dispensary

Tv 5 and NBC
bring you NFL
football. Col
lege basketball
including Metro
7 & SEC. WTC
Tennis. PGA Golf.
Plus Jack Eaton's
sports reports
Monday through Friday
at 5 & 10 PM and Greg
Johan's weekend
sports coverage
Saturday and Sunday at 6
& 10 PM. How's
that, sports fans?

fcLi
wmem

OUR GOAL^-.-?.<'~rrc^

THEVAN FOR ALL SEASONS

IS YOUR s''\)
FINANCIAL SECURITY
EARN THE HIGHEST
INTEREST WITH US

GUARANTY
TRUST
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

MILLINGTON TELEPHONE COMPANY

COMFORT - QUALITY - LUXURY

Sully

VANS

CUSTOM VANS / ACCESSORIES

792S.Cooper • Memphis • (901)726-9394
MILLINGTON, TENN.

4870 NAVY ROAD

GOOD LUCK

Serving Millington, Mason, Munford, Memphis N.A.S.,
Rosemark, Stanton, and Shelby Forest
872-3311 . . . Pres.-Gen. Mgr. W. S. BABE' HOWARD

^WILLIAM L. PANKEY
Diamond Jeweler
temphi. Bank & Trual Bldg.
4515 Poplar Phone 685-039

DELTA PAINTING
& DRYWALL
CO., INC.
3166 Broad

Phone 324-7171

LYNN WHITSETT CORP.
REFRACTORY SALES
<S SERVICE

Dine^in our house in the woods
fiT'

'"

fnntini.ii
Continuing in the fine
tradition of our downtown
restaurant of over 50 years
with elegant dining in a quiet,
pleasant country atmosphere.

4126 Delp St.
Phone: 901 — 365-7650
MEMPHIS. TENN. 38118

Nelson Endicott & Sons, Inc.

Specializing in
Jim's Choice Steaks

Discount Stores

Genuine charcoal broiled over open hearth

Seafood Delicacies

Fresh from the Gulf: flounder, red snapper
and Dimitri's Charcoal Broiled Shrimp

Small privata partita and banquet facllitlee

5560 Shelby Oaks Dr. 388-7200
OH Exit,
Cvit I-40)
I-Am
(Macon Rd.
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and dinner.
Closed Sundays.
Ma|or Credit
Cards Honored

• Frayter (Northgate Shopping Ctr.)
• Southaven -1-55 & State Line Rd.
• Colllervllle - on Hwy. 72
• West Memphis - 606 Broadway
• Millington, Tenn.
• Whitehaven Plaza

• 4321 Summer Ave.
• 2833 Lamar Ave.
• Quince at Perkins
• Bartlett - 6064 Stage Rd.
• Superstore - 4280 Getwell Rd.
And Throughout The South

JEWELERS
Suite 1514—Exchange Bldg. • 901-525-5726
Suite 500—5100 Poplar Ave. • 901-767-3320
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

OWEN
Lumber & Millwork, Inc.
Building Materials—Millwork
2625 Summer Avenue
(901) 324-441—323-2641

SUPPORT
THE TIGERS!
Famous Pies

G°

oSr

You deserve the best.

YOUCAN'T LOSE

with the Admiral
otjyoursiae.

M

"All-Time
Winners"

Admiral

Benbow
Im3l Inns'

Good Food * Good Drink * Live Entertainment
MIDTOWN

AIRPORT

1220 Union Avenue
At Bellvue Boulevard
725-0630

2201 Winchester Road
At International Airport
345-6251

We have it.
ROBERTSON MOTORS
2950 Airways Boulevard
(901) 345-6211
Service (901) 345-9056

A Complete
Dishwashing Service

Delta
Materials
Handling
Inc.
3119 Bellbrook Drive
Memphis, Tenn. 396-1841

746 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

4480 Humboldt Hiway
Jackson, Tenn. 668-0484

WA%m

ILLL.Ji

612 E. President St.
Tupelo, Miss. 601-844-5766

EQUIPMENT
60
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Call us. Toll free

800-325-3535

Before you
get to the
game

IS)
\
9

Memphis©

SheratonConventionCenter Hotel

300 North Second (a'

Phone 345-1935
Open 24 Hours

CUPjoint
3534 WALKER AT HIGHLAND
452-8363

Easy Care Haircuts
For Guys & Gals

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY

^ FIGHT SONG

J

.

f

i
**
"Go Tigers go, go on to victory.
Be a winner thru and thru
All the way; Fight! Fight!
For the blue and grey and sayLet's go Tigers, go, go on to victory.
See our colors bright and true
It's fight now without a fear,
Right now let's start a cheerShout for dear ol' MSU:
(Yell) go Tigers go!
Go Tigers go!
Yea-Tigers go!"

PITT GRILL RESTAURANT
1765 E. Brooks Rd.
Breakfast Anytime
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER

COMPLIMENTS OF

MADISON CADILLAC, INC.
M1 UNION

S26-5933
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1979-80 TIGER BASKETBALL

SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC

Your Back
Deserves It

Lee Fowler
Assistant Coach

T

RUMBO
UJELDinG & FflBRICflTlllG CO.

For your maintenance and repair
services please call or write. We
have all types of portable equip
ment to meet any of your re
quirements in your plant or in the
field.

BASKETBALL ROSTER
NAME

Pos.

ARTHUR BANKS
A. MACEO BATTLE
JEFFERY BATTLE
TONY HUBBARD
DENNIS ISBELL
OTIS JACKSON
BUBBA LUCKETT

HANK MCDOWELL
STEVE MEACHAM
GREG MOORE
ANTHONY PARKER
DERRICK PHILLIPS
GARRY TAYLOR
MICHAEL TORRANCE

G
F
F
C
C
G
G
C
C
G
G
F
F
F

Height

6-3
6-9
6-5
6-9V2
6-9
6-1
6-3
6-9
6-8
6-4
6-3
6-8
6-71/2

6-6

Weight

Class

178
195
195
225
190
170
175
185
215
180
175
230
225
197

Sr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.

Hometown

High School /Jr. College

Forrest City, AR
West Arkansas Jr. College
Memphis, TN
Mitchell High School
Rocky Mount, NC
Rocky Mount High School
St. Petersburg, FL
Northeast High School
Blytheville, AR
Blytheville High School
Arlington, TN
Bolton High School
Memphis, TN
Christian Brothers High School
Memphis, TN
Treadwell High School
Philadelphia, PA
Hatboro-Horsham High School
Memphis, TN
Melrose High School
Louisville, KY
Central High School
St. Louis, MO
Sumner High School
Cincinnati, OH
i
Northwest
Mississippi Jr. College
Memphis, TN
Shelby State Jr. College

We're cookin' up
something great

FOR THE TIGERS
1106 KANSAS STREET
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38106
OFFICE 948-7664
NIGHT 398-9080

RESTAURAPT
1489 AIRWAYS BLVD. • MEMPHIS, TENN. 38114

Just A Long Punt From The Stadium!
65
64

Jack Pirtle Fried Chicken Carry-0ut--1217 S. Bellevue Blvd.
Jack Pirtle Fried Chicken Carry-Out--811 S. Highland Av.
Jack Pirtle Fried Chicken Carry-Out--3543 Summer Av.
Jack Pirtle Fried Chicken Carry-Out--4349 Hwy. 51 So.
Jack Pirtle Fried Chicken Carry-Out--890 Thomas St.
Jack Pirtle Fried Chicken Carry-Out--1370 Poplar Av.

STAY WITH US

at

946-5824
458-9777
"--323-6969
-396-5903
-527-7790
---726-6086

<P

WITH US

RAMADA INNS
QKABT'S

SOSIE

DISCO

~I3L—
RAMADA INN DOWNTOWN
160 Union Avenue
(901) 525-5491

RAMADA INN EAST
5225 Summer Avenue
(901) 682-7691

RAMADA INN SOUTH
3265 Elvis Presley Blvd.
(901) 396-0142

Compliments of

MEMPHIS
AVIONICS, INC.

fMerrie Oldsmobile ]
"An Organization Dedicated To Selling Excellence"
1048 W Poplar
Collierville. TN 38017
Phone: (901) 853-2213

MID-SOUTH TITLE
12 S. Main

Clark Tower

100 N. Main Bldg.

Phone 523-8121

Good Luck Tigers
from

SMITH-JOHNSON,
INC., CONTRACTORS

AUTOMATIC CANTEEN
COMPANY
COMPLETE VENDING SERVICE
527-6372

Machinery Sales Company, Inc.
New & Used Metal Working Machinery
465 SO MAIN STREET
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38103
(9011 527-8671
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POPLAR TUNES RECORD SHOP, INC.
308 Poplar
Phone 525-6348
POP TUNES —EAST
4195 Summer
Phone 324-3855
POP TUNES — SOUTH
4622 Faronia
Phone 346-7172

A&R SUPPLY CO., INC.
610 MINOR ST.
323 7641
"A MEMPHIS STATE
BUSINESS NEIGHBOR"
RAY SHELTON
GEORGE WHITTEN

fliDiriMUUU

<37 MEMPHISTUlf

WHY THE INTELLIGENT 1
ISASMAKTI

aSSM WYour
| C& I Banker
|
can't be there
I
24 hours a day.
That's why we're
introducing our
Banker Plus
machine.

King

ii can.

Your C & I Banker
enjoys his work . .. helping with your
financial needs.
But, he's only human. He can't be there 24
hours a day. That's why we're introducing
Banker Plus. You can make deposits and
payments, transfer funds, make cash with
drawals, and even leave messages with the
bank ... 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Sure, it's just a machine ... but, it's there to help
you when your Banker is out somewhere being
human.

The security they offer isbetter
than a 21-point first quarter.

w
24 HOUR
TELLER SERVICES MACHINE

LIFE, HEALTH GROUP INSURANCE, ANNUITIES, PENSION PLANS
5100 Poplar, 3015 Clark Tower
Memphis, TN. 901-761-1810
Member FDICi
Five convenient locations:
Mt. Moriah, 2710 Mendenhall Rd. S.

i Memphis Community.
Park, 3945 Park Ave.
Raleigh, 3378 Austin Peay Hwy.

FOR 1980

H

QUIETLY, COMFORTABLY EFFICIENTLY CAMARO
Berlinetta...lt's an admirable combination
of luxury and comfort that never forgets it's a
Camaro.
Outside, Berlinetta is a model of quiet good
taste. A subtle dual pinstripe traces the un
mistakable aerodynamic Camaro shape.
Inside, Berlinetta offers a special acoustical
package and suspension for a smooth, quiet
ride. The seats are done in rich,tailored cloths.
Berlinetta's economical 3.8 Liter (229 Cu. In.)
V6 engine with available automatic transmission
has an EPA estimated MPG of (®/26 highway
estimate. Remember: Use these estimates for

comparison. You may get different mileage
depending upon your speed, trip length and
weather. Your actual highwaymileage willprob
ably be less. In California a 3.8 Liter (231 Cu.In.)
V6 is standard and available with auto, trans,
only. California estimated MPG lower. Berlinetta
is equipped withGM-built engines producedby
various divisions. See your dealer for details.
Of course, underneath all this comfort is the
car they call The Hugger...Chevy Camaro, the
car that has drawn over two millionAmericans to
this magical driving experience. Buy or lease a
1980 CamaroBerlinetta today.

CHEVY CAMARO. THE HUGGER.

Chevrolet

